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ÀBSTRÀCT

Distributed systems have been the subject of nuch research.

Integration, the most inrportant unifying concept of all, allowin9 a high

degree of interaction and cross fe¡tilízation among distributed system

components, and enabling the different areas and technologies to mesh

together, has been given less emphasis. This thesis undertakes to

investigate integrated distributed systens and the application level-

protocoJ.s, specifications, and service elements which will sufficiently

integrate their components in order to reduce user interface complexity,

control the flow of information, and enhance the overall efficiency of

the environment.

The issues to be resolved in integrating a distributed system include

naming, sharing, protection, synchronization, interconmunication, and

error recovery. These and other issues are applicable to t,he

application layer of the Open Systems Interconnection Reference ModeI

because they are the usual services needed in various forms by all

applications. We examine each of these issues and use them to describe

a hypothetical inLegrated distributed systen.
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Chapler I

INTRODUCTION

Distributed systems have been the subject of much research.

Integration, the most important unifying concepL of a1I, allowing a high

degree of interacLion and cross fertilization among distributed system

components, and enabling the different areas and technologies to mesh

together, has been given less emphasis. This thesis undertakes to

investigate integrated distributed systems and the application leve1

protocols, specifications, and service elements which will sufficiently

integrate their components in order to reduce user interface conplexity,

control the flow of infornation, and enhance the overall efficiency of

the environment.

In the early computer systems operation was strictl-y in batch mode.

The data or programs were prepared off-line (that is, on simple

mechanical devices such as card or tape punches) and submitted to be run

at the computer operator's discretion. When operating systems were

introduced, these replaced the work of human operators in scheduling

work so that it was done in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

Because of the high cost of early computers and the fairly limited use

made of them, one computer would be required to serve many users. A

single central site might run the computer, with users located both at

the centre and dispersed at other subsidiary sites. This approach to

computing can still be seen in operation. its faults were the

i:,:

ì
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remoteness of the system from the user and the concentration of system

design into one unit. The remoteness, for example, meant that dealing

with errors and exceptions accounted for a large part of the system.

The concentration meant that all the parts of the system could interact

wilhout an overall discipline and the system could easily become untidy

and unmanageable.

Remoteness rvas the first problem to be overcome and the first steps,

leading to the first conputer network, seemed easy. Some computer

terminals rlere teleprinters and these could be moved to distant

locations and connected, by cables or modems and telephone lines. This

began to happen as soon as multi-access or "time-sharing" - the dividing

of the power of one processor between many almost independent

users - had been achieved. It formed the earliesl kind of network and

gave remote access to a central conputer.

Such a network is centered around one computer and in the early

networks the computer provided a single function, such as banking or

airline reservations. The centralized systems r+ere found to be

inflexible when their o$¡ners tried to add new functions or operate more

than one central- computer to provide lhe services.

The old model of a single computer serving all of an organization's

computational needs was rapidly being replaced by one in which a large

number of separate bul interconnected computers did the job. These

systems are called computer networks.

Modern computer networks tend to be heterogeneous, using computers

and terminals from many manufacturers. Unfortunatelyr rto single

-2-
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standard governs their interfaces, formats and procedures. By itself,

this would prevent any useful interaction in a networkr so a large part

of a network design is concerned with formalizing the ways in which its

various active components will interact.

One of the first attenrpts at solving the nelwork design problem was

through Open Systern Interconnection (OSl) - a concept by which any

system can be interconnected with any other System, even if they are

made by different manufacturers. In order to do this, both systems must

be open, that is, both must use a standard set of rules or protocols to

communicate. The 0SI concept was developed because the pronise of

networking vras hampered by the proliferation of standard and

non-standard protocols that mixed different sets of functions, or did

the same functions in different ways. The International Standard's

Organization attempted to define an overall architecture for all Ievels

of protocol in a network. Thus, instead of concentrating all system

design into one unit, the architecture was divided into seven layers:

the four lowesl concerned with basic transport services and the three

highest dealing with network applications and the users.

This reference model represents a middle-of-the-road approach

computer network design, which aims to take full account

heterogeneity in the real worId, while making interconnection more

less straightforward.

The overall goal of network architecture design is to meld the

diversity of resources and protocols into some coherent forn so that the

collective hunran/software/hardware resources can intercommunicate. The

to

of

or

tl.
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common current approach is to create a transport or end-to-end protocoÌ

built on Iower-level protocols that move uninterpreted blocks of data,

and then constructr oD top of this service, protocols for whole-file

transfer, virtual ternrinal access, and other virtual device usage.

However, the full potential of computer networking for resource

sharing and distributed computing cannot be realized with such an

architecture for the following reasons. First, each programmer wishing

to provide or use a ner+ network-sharabl-e resource must face anew all the

issues of data-type translation, naming, protection, and interfacing to

the transport tayer. Second, a terminal user must know the various

naming and other access mechanisms required by the network, each host,

and each service. He nust login to his local host, use a network access

program, and then login to his target host(s), each probably using

different convent,ions. And Èhird, the setting up of accounts and other

administrative procedures are awkward. The user must explicitly

establish accounts and receive billing from each administration

controlling a host with resources he wishes to use.

The next step for the elimination or minimization of these and other

problems is the creation of a distributed system. À distributed system

is an improvement to the basic design of a computer network, allowing

for a high degree of cohesion, transparency, and decentralization.

A common view of distributed system design is that it attempts to

create the illusion of a nondistributed system at some level. In other

words, the user of a distributed system should not be aware that there

are multiple processors, or that his computations and data are dispersed

among various physical locations.

:11:
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Àt this point, the reader should be nade aware of tvlo trends that

were particularly evident as we progressed from centralized computer

systems to distributed sYstems. First, the complexity and

sophistication of hardware, Software, procedures, and protocols have

increased. This is because vie are trying to unify a number of separate

heterogeneous computers instead of simply interconnecting them in some

ad hoc fashion. At the same Lime, the proliferation of computer systems

of both small, medium, and large scale, and the dramatic change in the

relative cost of computing versus communications, has given the user a

myriad of aids for information storage, retrieval, communication,

manipulation, and control. This too increases the overall complexity of

the system. Second, the level of integration has increased. However,

this integration has not progressed at the Sane rate as the

conglomeration of automated aids and applications sweeping the

distributed environment. Integration, the most important unifying

concept of all, allowing a high degree of interaction and cross

fertilization, and enabling the different areas and technologies to mesh

together, has been given less emphasis.

Integration is formally defined as the combination of parts to create

a whole [Sykes76l. This implies some forn of synergy in which the

system components are tied together into a whole that is greater than

the sum of its parts. The value added is directly proportional to the

degree to which the different functions of t.hese components are

integrated into a total sYstem.

If we extrapolate and improve upon the potentials of a distributed

system, we get an integrated distributed system. Integration here takes

-5-
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place on at least two

integration. Functional

model of a sYstem to be

refers to the need for

architecture, and data

envi ronmenl.

fronts: functional integration and system

integration refers to the need for the user's

complete and consistent. System integration

the operating systens, programming languages,

bases that converge into a single, uniform

The issues to be resolved in integrating a distributed system include

nanring, sharing, protection, synchronization, intercommunication, and

error recovery. These and other issues are applicable to the

application layer of the Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model

because they are the usual services needed in various forms by all

applications. We examine each of these issues and use them to describe

a hypothetical integrated distributed system.

1.1 ORGÀNIZÀTION OF THESIS

Chapter 1 serves as a quick introduction to the thesis.

Chapter 2 familiarizes the reader with netv¡ork classification

schemes, architectures, and protocols. The International Standards

Organization's reference model for Open Systems Interconnection is

introduced as a basis for taking a layered approach to the development

of network and distributed syslem architectures. A great deal of

emphasis is placed on the application layer, both in this chapter and

succeeding chapters because it is only through the services provided at

this layer that integration and its full potentials can be realized.

Two popular network architectures, Systems Network Architecture and

DECNET, are also briefly discussed in this chapter.

lìf
, ì:ìì!
ì:
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Chapter 3 introduces the concept of distributed systems, and deals

with those apptication layer issues most appropriate for the development

of. integrated distributed systems. The chapter outlines the nature of

the issues, and touchs on some of the difficulties faced by distributed

systems.

Chapter 4 revisits the application layer and introduces a major

recurring theme in this thesis: application layer service elements.

Common application layer service elements provide capabilities needed by

the application processes for proper system-system interaction,

independentì.y of the nature of the applications. System service

elements provide capabilities to handte the needs of specific

information transfer processes. User specific service elements provide

capabilities to specific application processes. All three are

identified and the most important elements in each category are briefly

outlined.

Chapter 5 introduces the concept of an integrated distributed system.

A summary of some of the more important issues discussed throughout the

thesis and their appLicability to integrated distributed systems is

presented. The issues are subsequently used to describe a hypothetical

We conclude in Chapter 6, Summarizing what we have covered, what

think we know about distributed systems and integration, and what

feel is necessary to bring integration closer to reality.

vJe

19e

integrated distributed sYstem.
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Chapter II

COMPUTER NETWORKS

Finding a suitable definition for a computer network can be

difficult task. Fortunately, both Tanenbaum and Pooch have provided

with the elements necessary for a simple and yet complete definition.

À Computer Netrorh is an interconnecteil collection of autonotnous
conputers.

By interconnecled we mean the computers can exchange meaningfuJ'

information, and by autonomous vre mean that each computer in the network

is its own master, with the ability to accept or reject a message based

on its own knowledge of its own status. For example, if one computer

system can forcibly control another one' the computers are not

autononous.

À computer network consists of the following components:

r Hosts,

. Terminals,

o Nodes,

r Transnission 1inks.

Hosts are the autonomous computers mentioned above, and are usualLy

intended for running user application programs. Large multiprogrammed

mainframes or small microcomputers are two examples of hosts.

a

US

llÌi
.ü:
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Terminals are devices interfacing the user to the computer or

conputer network.

Nodes (or switches) are specialized compulers whose primary function

is to switch dala. This means the node is capable of receiving data and

performing some operation on them. Àn operation may be to determine the

optimal route or path from the current node to the desired destination

of the data (which may be another node or a host).

Transmission links, also caIIed Iines, channels, or circuits, permit

the flow of information between the nodes of the network (for example,

copper wire, lasers, fiber optics, microwave, satellite, and so on).

Together, the nodes and Iinks as well as control software, make up

the communication subnet (often called the data network, communication

networkr or simply the subnet). By separating communication activity

(the subnet) from user application activity (the hosts), computer

network design and complexity is reduced considerably (refer to Figure

2.1\.

From thiS point on, when we refer to a computer network' vJe are

encompassing both the communication subnet as well as the co-operating

hosts connected to it. This sets the terminology for the remainder of

the thesis.

-9-
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High Bandwidth Trunk

Node

Host

Termi nal

Concent rator

Figure 2.1: À Typical Point-to-Point Long Haul Network

2.1 NETIIORK CIÀSSIFICATION SCHEMES

A computer network can be classified according to:

o topology of the subnet (that is, node arrangement),

o composition (that is, homogeneous or heterogeneous),

¡ data communication (switching) discipline of the subnet,

a

tr
n-lll
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¡ distance between

o message routing

o major functions

o ownership,

r any combination

the hosts

procedures

the netYrork

(geography),

of the subnet,

perforns,

of the above.

In this section v¡e

classif ication schemes

to discuss number of these

data communication

to properties of a

properties such as

and nodes.

would

in more

1i ke

detail.

2,1,1 Topoloqv

Net¡iork topology is a means of categorizing

networks (that is, the subnets). Topology refers

subnet that are independent of its shape and size,

the connection pattern and arrangement of the links

ìi:
:i:

xi:l

iì:

l-i::

i::¡

Sl

:ìi
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Two basic connection schemes exist in the subnet: point-to-point and

multipoint connections. With a point-to-point connection, there exists

a unique connection between individual pairs of nodes within the subnet

(see Figure 2,2(a) ). However, to move information between two points

r¡hich are not directly connected, â link must be established. This link

may contain several connecting point-to-point paths, and possibly an

intervening device. Figure 2.2(b) illustrates the concept of a

multipoint connection. In this configuration, a node rnay simultaneously

connect to more than one node. It is possible to "broadcast"

information to a number of nodes simullaneously. In a point-to-point

system, a similar logical function of broadcasting is possible' but the

"broadcast" must occur sequentialLy.
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By heterogeneous, we mean

dissimilar, that is, usuallY of

lhat the interconnected computers are

different architecturesf from different

o-O
lL--' II I I NX¡I¿PLESYSTEMtlttil
. l¡

Multipoint Connection

¡oa

CONCEPT EXÀMPLE SYSTEM (NUS STNUCTURE)

Figure 2.2: Point-to-Point and Multipoint Concepts

2,1,2 Conoosition

The composition of a network is yet another important classification

scheme, with networks being either homogeneous or heterogeneous'

By homogeneous, we mean that each of the computers in a network is

similar. Homogeneity usually implies computers of similar architecture'

usually from one manufacturer and sometines even from one product line'

A homogeneous computer network has similar hosts and a homogeneous

communication subnet has similar nodes. Àn SNA network is an example of

ahomogeneouscomputernetworkv¡ithahomogeneoussubnet.

-12-
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manufacturers.

r+ith each other

for subnets to

example, the

homogeneous.

Because nodes in a

in an integrated'

be heterogeneous than

CYBERNET network is

conmunication network should interact

eff icient manner, it is less common

it is for computer networks. For

heterogeneous and its subnet is

Heterogeneity is desirable in general because the user has available

a rich diversity of computing power. However, as the reader shall see

shortly, heterogeneity of components introduces new problems to the

system. Translation issues resulting from heterogeneity of file names,

access procedures, and data representations is an example of one such

problem.

2,1,3 Data Connunication Discipline

In this section we discuss the classification of communication

subnets in terms of the discipline used for the physical transmission of

data between nodes.

POINT TO POINT

point-to-point conmunication subnets can be further classified as

being either circuit, message, or packet switched. tet us discuss each

of these in turn.

-'13 -
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CÍrcuit Swítchinq

With circuit switching, a complete path through the network with a

fixed amount of transmission capacity (bandwidth) is reserved when the

sender initiates a communication, and is released only when

communication terminates. A good example of this is the telephone

(voice) system. if a user dials a time sharing facility, a complete

dedicated circuit is established after dialing and remains intact unti]

the user or the time sharing facility hangs up. Even if conrmunication

between source and destination is idle, charges will continue to

accumulate.

Às a general rule, circuit switching is best suited for long messages

passing at a steady rate. On this basis, circuit switching would be the

choice for digitized voice, video data, and bulk data transfer, and

would be less appropriate for applications requiring relatively short

setup times (such as point-of-saIe credit verification).

TYMNET was the first commercial distributed circuit sv¡itching network

and spanned the United States and Europe connecting 57 cities using 80

nodes and 37 large-scale hosts as of 1973 [pooch83].

Increased switching speeds and more sophisticated carrier services

rnay see a change to the viability of circuit switched subnet designs in

the future. For example r. the o1d telephone exchanges use

electromechanical contacts and can therefore take seconds to set up the

switched path. Modern circuit switching equipment uses solid-state

electroniês with no noving parts and can set up paths in milliseconds

(tiris is sometimes ca1led fast-connect switching). In this case, the

-14-



circuit is set up quickly, is usually sustained only for the time it

takes one message to pass, and is released very quickly.

Messaqe SwiÈchinq

A message is a logical unit of information (such as a bit string) for

the purposes of communicating to one or more destinations Ipooch83]. À

message consists of a header field containing control information

necessary for maintaining the control of the network operations involved

in the delivery of the message; the information field or body containing

the actual data to be transmitted; and the trailer field delimiting the

end of the message. A telegram, program, or data file are all examples

of a nessage.

À message switched subnet is one in which each message is passed

between nodes on a message-by-message basis. This means that circuits

are no longer dedicated for exclusive use by one sender/receiver pair as

with circuit srlitching. A message, which may be broken down into blocks

of data, nust be either received at a node in its entirety, or canceiled

across a link before the next message can be sent. Each block of a

message must be sent !o the receiving node in sequence, so the node can

rebuitd the nessage, check it for errors, and verify to the sending node

that it has been received properly. If the message is not received

correctly, it must be retransmitted until the verification is

successful - only then can the message be sent to the next node. Às

weIl, only the first block of a message has control information in it

for further routing.

- 15 -



For the regular user, message switching is less

circuit switching because circuit costs are divided

sharing the system. However, message switching can

delay for the real-time user ' justifying the

sophisticated switching technique.

expensive than

among the users

cause unacceptable

need for a more

network designed and

example of a message

CYBERNET, a public computer communication

implemented by Control Data Corporation is an

switching network IPooch83].
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Packet Sritchinq

Packet switching has evolved over only the past ten years. ¡s with

message switching, each message is divided into blocks (called packets)

and transmitted between subnet nodes. However, with packet switching,

and unlike message switching, each packet is sent as an independent

entity; each contains its own control information to direct it lhrough

the network, independently of aIl other packets belonging to the same

messa9e.

Resource requirements for each node are greatly reduced because a

packet can be transmitted immediately at each node without having to

wait for the entire message. As well, by analyzing system data load,

the subnet can dynamically alter routes to rninirnize system load.

Packet switching best suits short messages sent at irregular rates

and therefore is a good choice for terminal traffic (typical

communication between humans and computers in an interactive real-time

- 16 -



environment is bursty in nature). It is less

transfer or for real time voice or video data.

suitable for bulk data

Some well known packet switched networks include the Àdvanced

Research Projects Àgency (¡np¡) network called ARPÀNET, TELENET' and

DATAPAC.

UITTTIPOINT, BROÀDCÀST

The basic concept behind broadcast or multipoint transmission is that

the source transmits to more than one receiver.

Àlthough the circuit and packet switching techniques vrere discussed

in a point-to-poínt environment, they may also apply to broadcast

channels. For example, the broadcast network is circuit switched if a

portion of the channel is dedicated to a conversation throughout its

duration, without regard to actual usage. If the channel is dynamically

requested, used, and released for every packet, then the network is

packet switched.

Broadband (gnS) and baseband (S¡g) are the most common of the

multipoint technologies, therefore, we would like discuss each of thent

at this time.

Broadband technotogies use community antenna television, or cable

television (CATV) technology because it is cheap, provides a reliable

communicaÈion path, and is easy to split into channels, All signal

information in the system is converted to radio frequency (analog) form,

making it easy to subdivide the signals into subfrequencies. For
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example, in Canada and the United States, the basic television channel

is 6 Mtlz; therefore, with a 300 MHz cable, 50 channels are possible.

Channels need not be the same size. Because of this, broadband systems

may include voice, data, and video signals. Wang offers the Wangnet

broadband local area network. It uses a coaxial carrier with a data

rate of 340 MHz, but the range 0 to'10 MHz is excluded due to noise

problems IChoraS¿].

with baseband technology, one signal, usually digital ' is sent

through the system, therefore, unlike broadband, the entire bandwidth is

used. Baseband data rates usually are between 1 and 10 Mbps. Since the

signal is digital, baseband technology is used primarily for data

transmission. Tvro systems using baseband transmission are Datapoint's

Attached Resource Computer (enC) communication facility using coaxial

cable links with a data rate ot 2.5 Mbps, and Xerox's Ethernet, using

coaxial cable with a data rate of '1 0 Mbps.

2,1.4 Geooraphv

Communication subnets can be classified according to

separating the nodes in the communication system (and hence

a computer network using that subnet). Two common

classifications are local area networks (r,eNs) and long

(r,uHs ) .

the distance

the hosts in

geographical

haul networks

in a LAN environment, lhe hosts

complex of buildings connected

communication media designed for

are contained in a single building or

by high-bandwidth cable or other

this purpose. The system usually spans
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between 10 meters and '10 kilometers,

distance, it is nearly always owned by a

and because of this limited

single (private) organization.

A popular LAN implementation is Xerox's Ethernet , a

(baseband), packet switched tÀN using bus topology and coaxial

packet transmission. Ethernet iS a communication subnet, and

addition of hosts' can be used to form computer networks.

broadcast

cable for

with the

LHNs connect nodes in different cities using media such as twisted

pair, coaxial cable, oPtical fiber, terrestrial microwave Iinks, earth

satellites, and so on. Node separation ranges from a few kilometers to

around the globe. Às we11, LHNs usually involve two or more

organizations: the carrier operat.ing the communication subnet, and the

owner(s) of the hosts (the users).

Nodes

premi ses,

di sLance

funne I Ied

may also

connected by telephone lines may be right on the carrier's

each node servicing two or more hosts. To save on long

Ieased-line charges, host and terminal communication may be

through a remote concentrater (as shown in Figure 2.1). Nodes

be connected by satellite' in which case the nodes maY be

located on the customer's premises"

ÀRPANET, TELENET, DÀTÀPÀC, and the public telephone system are all

examples of long haul computer networks.

2.1.5 Other NeÈrork Classification Schenes

In addition to the aforementioned classifications, a conputer network

may be calegorized according to message routing procedures, funct'ion, or

ownershi p.
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Routing procedures are concerned with which output line an incoming

packet in the subnet should be transmitted on. For example,

deterministic routing algorithms derive routes according to some

prespecified rule that is generally designed to optimize a particular

topological configuration. On the other hand, stochastic routing

algorithms operate as probabilistic decision rules as opposed to

deterministic ruIes.

Some networks are designed for a specific function or application,

Iike electronic funds transfer or airtine reservations. By laking on a

specific requirement rather than a general-purpose one, simpler and

cheaper control mechanisms are needed for the network.

Networks can also be classified according to whether they are private

or public. Private networks are usually built v¡ithin one corporation or

government organization, and the communication facility is intended for

use only by lhat organization. LANs are typically private subnets.

Pubtic networks on the other hand, are built by the common carriers, and

the transmission and swiLching facilities are shared by the hosts of

many corporations.

2.2 NETTIORK ARCHITECÍ'T'RES À}TD PROTOCOTS

2.2,1 Àrchiùecture Versus Inplenentation

A conceptual framework is needed for organizing lhe discussion and

specification of computer network design goals, issues, and

interrelationships, and for providing some common terminology to be used

in the following chaplers. We refer to this framework as the network

architecture and distinguish it fron network implementation.
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The precise definition of the functions that a computer network and

its components should perform is its architecture IGreen80]. Specifying

a network architecture requires decomposing the entire system and

specifying the services to be offered by components of the structure and

the relationship between these components. Today r a common way of

looking at networks is in terms of layered architectures. Such a

network architecture consists of a hierarchy of independent layers that

contain modules for performing defined functions. We wiIl elaborate on

this important concept shortly.

The precise definition of the hardware and software components needed

!o implement the architecture is an activity associated with network

implementation. Network implementation uses the architecture as the

rulebook upon which Lo base its functionality.

Even though the implementation should adhere to the architecture,

their structures may be quite different. For example, layering is

commonly carried out through Lhe architecture design stages, but may not

necessarily be reflected in the implementation. For performance

reasons, layering at this stage may be inappropriate, causing undue

overhead in and across the layers.

Now Iet us focus our attention on the framework and terminology

associated with a layered architecture. }le will deal with architecture

considerations only, leaving implementation considerations as an

exercise for the design engineer.
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2,2,2 The Technique of Laverinq

Theideathatasystemcouldbebuiltupinlayersorsubdividedinto

layersisnotne}¡.Manyindividualsystemshaveevo}vedwithan
implicit layered structure. The evolutiOn of a computer systenr from the

basic hardware is a typical example'

Earlysystemsbeganwiththecentralprocessorandanyfunctions

neededbytheuserhadtobecodedbytheuser.Intime,âDexecutive

or nucleus ]ayer was added tO aIlow the user to communicate with the

central processing unit (cpu) and the peripherals ' Operat i ng

system (OS) software was then developed to handle system managenent

functions, eventually allowing users tO Share the machine's resources

simultaneousl-Y. Soon there deveLoped a need for system service

programs; utilities such as data base management systems (osMss) 
'

assemblers, compilers, text editors, which aIl ran under the supervision

oftheoperat'ingsystem.Theapplicationprogramthenbecamethe

highest level of thís hierarchy, operating either subordinate to one of

the service programs, or to the operating system' Each of the layers is

distinct from the others in the way it operates and in the way it was

deve}oped.Yeteachsucceedinglayerisdependentontheservices

providedbysupportinglayersforproperoperation.Forexample,adata

base management Systen needs the services of the operating System to

access data from disk. Each layer has been separately developed and

could be removed or rep].aced by a functionally equivalent layer which

perhaps operates internally in a completely different manner'
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This natural layering structure increases the usefulness and ease of

development of the systenr, by dividing complex functions into simpler'

nore manageabJ-e modules'

ThisSameconceptcanbeseeninmoderncomputernetworks.

Complexities associated ¡¡ith network architecture and implementation'

can be managed more effectively, by organizing the components of the

network into layers or levels. The diverse functions offered by the

network are split into manageable pieces. Each successive layer offers

services to the higher layers, and each layer remains a "black box"'

hiding its specific implementation details. Ànother major advantage of

this organization is that the complexity can be hidden from the network

users.

0ne

networ k

number

amount

2.2.3

disadvantage of layering is that it may create more work for the

designer. Certain. functions may have to be duplicated over a

of layers (such as flow control) and this in turn adds to the

and complexity of software and/or hardware being developed.

Protocols, Interfaces and Services

The concepts of protocol, interface, and service are fundamental to

the understanding of how two layered systems communicate rlith each

other.

When two sYstems

be develoPed to

conversation. In

about these ruIes.

want to exchange data directly, certain rules must

ensure an orderly and relatively error-free

fact, the two systems nust come to prior agreement

For example, these rules may include information
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about who wiIl initiate and who will terminate the conversation' and

whether there are to be data with special meaning, and if 50, how are

the data to be handted. The set of rules and conventions governing

exchange of data between systems is known as a Drotocol'

togically, each system interacts with the other using the protocol'

and the protocoJ. exists only between the peer (corresponding) layers on

the different systems. The set of rules governing the exchange of

informationbetweenadjacentlayersiscalledaninterface.

Final}y,exceptforthehighestlayerinasystemwhichoperatesfor

its own purpose, each layer contains a service for the provision of

certain functions or facitities to Lhe layer above. In other words, the

service from any layer adds value to the service provided by the

adjacent lower layer and offers this value-added service to the layer

above.

Together, the layers, interfaces, and protocols for a computer

network form a network architecture. The details of implementation are

not part of the architecture'

The process by which two systems exchange data via some media can be

described as follows. In the general case of a system constructed of

Iayers, there is no direct physical horizontal data transfer from a

Iayer on one system to the corresponding layer on the other system'

except for the lowest. Instead, data and control infornation are

transferred vertically down across the boundary between adjacent layers'

until the lowest layer is reached. Below this layer exist the actual

physical media by which data are sent to the receiving machine'
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A simple example might clarify the concepts most important to

mult ilayered architecture.

Two young entrepreneurs live two miles apart each in his own three

story penthouse apartment. Let us refer to the business partners as

Mr. À and Mr. B. Both have been tardy with their telephone payments,

and so they have no telephone connection with the outside world. Mr. A

wants to tell his partner that their business is on the verge of

bankruptcy. Mr. A's secretary just quit on him, so he must pen the

message himself, but he can only write in Gregg shorthand. He conpletes

the correspondence and sends it down on the elevator to the second

floor. At this point the maid translates his message into English and

sends it down on the elevator to the chauffeur waiting on the main

floor. Using Mr. À's RoIls-Royce Corniche Convertible, the chauffeur

drives to Ì,1r. B's apartment, where the message is handed to the

bodyguard on the main floor. Mr. B's bodyguard sends the note up on the

elevator to the butler on the second floor. since Mr. B can only read

in pitman shorthand, the butler first converts the message appropriately

before sending it up to the third floor. Mr. B reads the message and

faints.

This scenario illustrates certain key points. First, it shows the

existence of a physical interface between adjacent floors in the same

apartment (that is, the elevators).

Second, it shot¡s the existence of a logical protocol between peer

floors. For example, the maid and the butler logicalIy communicate

using a defined protocol. The maid could have translated the message to

French or German, as long as the butler had agreed with such rules.
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Third, the scenario shows the existence of the low level physical

medium at the main floor between apartments. It is inrportant to realize

tha! Mr A and Mr. B are concerned only with the fact that a connection

exists. They are not concerned with how lhe data are exchanged between

them. The chauffeur could have accomplished the same task by riding a

bicycle between apartments. In general, the caller is unaware and

unconcerned with the means by which the data exchange is accomplished,

as long as what he submits to the sending systen is delivered intact to

the receiver.

2.3 ISO I'ÍODEI OF ÀRCHITECT'T'RE FOR OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION

Experimental networks like ARPANET were conceived as heterogeneous

from the start. Each manufacturer developed his orln conventionsr oE

network architecture, for interconnecting his oHln equipment. in 1978'

the International Standards Organization (lSO) recognized the need for

interconnecting systems from different manufacturers and formed a new

subcommitlee (SCle) for Open Systems Interconnection (OSt) Lo help

develop an architecture which could serve as a framework for the

definition of standard protocols. I f a system conforms to these

standards, it will be "open" to all oÈher systems obeying the same

standards throughout the world Izimme78].

After some discussion, SC1 6 agreed on a layered architecture

comprising seven layers (physical, data Iink, network, transport,

session, presentation, and application). In July 1979, specifications

of this architecture and recommendations to develop an initial set of

standard protocols for 0SI, vrere passed under the name of "0SI Reference

THE



The reference model does not apply directly to products or equipment;

only to a framework for development and usage of OSI standard protocols

r¡hich themselves apply directly to systems. These standards then define

how the external behaviour of open systems must conform to the 0SI

architecture; the internal organization and functioning are beyond the

scope of the OSI standards because they are not visible fron other

interconnected sYstems.

Model" to SC.16's parent technical

The recommendations were finall-y

the basis for the develoPment of

The model has

its inception in

relevance in the

will be used as

committee on "Data Processing" (tCgZ).

adopted by TC97 at the end of '1979 as

st.andards for OSI within iS0.

gained wide (although not universal) acceptance since

'1978. Because of the reference model's generality and

design of network systems in the eighties, the model

an example in the discussions to come.

2.3.1 General Princioles of 0SI taverino

One of the provisions of the reference model is for the layering or

decomposition of the interactions between systems into manageable

pieces. SC'16 developed a comprehensive Iist of criteria for defining

the specific set of layers to be used in the OSI architecture [Zimme80].

Some of these criteria are summarized here.

First, it is important

other; the more localized

becone and the Iess effect

between adjacent laYers.

that lhe layers remain independent of each

the functions are, the less complex they

they have on the services and interfaces

This capability becomes important when the
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time comes to change the layers' contents and protocols because of

changing technology, changing user requirements, and the like. Second,

similar functions should be collected into one layer; functions which

differ in technology and in the processes they perform, should be

separated into distinct layers. Third, each layer should only have

interfaces with its adjacent upper and lower layers, and the boundary

between layers should be chosen to keep the boundary ínteractions to a

mi n imum.

Let us now take a look at the common vocabulary used to describe the

discipline of OSI layering. Figure 2,3 îllustrates the seven layers of

the OSi architecture, and represents a network with two hosts, and one

node in the subnet. The bottom layer corresponds to the interfaces with

the physical media for the physical transmission of signals between

inÈerconnected systems. The upper layer corresponds to those functions

performed by application programs and users of the network.

A note about the structure of t'igure 2.3. The intermediate systems

represent nodes in the subnet, whereas the end systems are the hosts

connected to the subnet. Nodes therefore contain only the lowest three

layers of the reference model; the hosts contain all seven. We thus

have an additional criterion distinguishing nodes from hosts"

ÀdditionaIly, the lower three layers are collectively called the

"Iower-Ieve1", and the top four layers are collectively called the

"higher-1eve1".

The term "System" or "processor" wil] be used when referring tO

either a node or a host in the network. Specific use of the terms node

and host wil] be made only when necessary.
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End SYstent End Systent

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Intermediate System(s)

Application Layer

Presentation Layer

Session tayer

Transport Layer

Network

Data Link

Phys i caI

Layer

Layer

Layer

tr: Àpplication Process

Figure 2.3: The Seven Layers of the 0SI Architecture

We will refer to an arbitrary layer as the (H)-layer, its adjacent

Iower layer as the (n-1)-layer, and its adjacent higher layer as the

1¡¡+1)-Iayer. Similar notation will be used to describe all concepts

related to layering (for example, entities in the (H)-Iayer are called

(N)-entities).

With the assistance of Figute 2,4, we would like to introduce the

following terms: process, entity' peer entities, parallel entities,

adjacent entities, subsystem, and service-access-point. Where possible,

we will use the entities numbered in the figure to give an example of

the term.

Physical MediaPhysical Media
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À process consists of a program, its data area, its status

informalion (that is, its program control block), and any resources (for

example, a processor or communication mechanism) it needs to execute.

An entity is a process or part of a process which executes a

protocol. Peer (N)-entities are two (H)-entities in different systems

which communicate using an (N)-protocol (entities 5 and 7). Parallel

(N)-entities are two (N)-entities occurring in the same system (1, 2,

and 3), and adjacent entities are two entities communicating via an

interface across adjacent layer boundaries in the same systen (5 and 9,

7 and 0).

The relationship between entities and processes (which is an

implementation consideration) may be one of four possibilities. First,

each entity may be a separate process. Second' several parallel

(N)-entities may be one or a part of one (N)-process. Third, several

adjacent entities may be part of a multi-level process. Finally, their

relationship may be any combination of the three"

Under the OSi reference model, each system is composed of an ordered

set of subsystems, each of which corresponds to one of the layers of the

network architecture. For the purposes of representing interactions

between subsystems within each layer and between systems, each

(N)-subsystem is viewed as being made up of all the (H)-entities for a

system. For example, entities 5 and 6 form the (H)-subsystem for system

À, and entities 5, 6, and 7 together form the (H)-Iayer.
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SÀPs
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) -s¡ps

)-nntities

À: (tl)-Protocol

Figure 2.4: Some 0SI TerminologY

The boundary between the (N)-subsysten and (H+l )-subsystem in the

same systen is made of (lt)-service-access-points (s¡ps), through which

one (N)-entity and one (¡¡+1)-entity interact. That is, SÀPs are the

l-ogicaL interface's between entit.ies in adjacent subsystems.

(N)-entities communicate using the (H-t )-services, and entities in

the lowest layer communicate through the physical media. Direct

comnunication between (N)-entities in the same systern (for resource

sharing for example) is not visible from outside of the system, and is

therefore not covered by the reference model.
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(N)-entities must co-operate, therefore, protocols for each layer are

required. (N)-protocols describe the operation of each entity within a

layer in response to commands received from the adjacent higher and

lower layers, and internally initiated actions (such as tinreouts).

2,3.2 0SI Àrchitectural tavers

The following is a brief outline of some of the major functions of

the seven layers of the 0SI reference model. Referring to Figure 2.3,

the layers are, from lowest to highest: physical, data link, network,

transport, session, presentation, and application.

2.3.3 Phvsical Layer

The physical layer has Lwo essential functions. Fírst, it has the

task of interfacing systems to the physical media. Second, the physical

layer performs the transmission or relaying of raw bits over the n¡edia.

Taking a closer look at the physical layer, wB see that the layer is

concerned with the mechanical, electrical, functional, and procedural

interfaces to the communication media. Issues of concern include the

attributes of the physical conneclion devices; arrangement of pins,

screvrs and latchesi defining voltage 1evels used to represent digital

signals¡ signalling rates and distances (for example, the number of

microseconds occupied by a bit); error detection and correction; how the

physical connection is activated, maintained, and deactivated; and

whether transmission may proceed simultaneously in both directions.



2,3,4 Data Link Laver

The data tink layer has one major and essential function: to

transform the raw transmission faciliLy provided by the physical layer

into one which is rel-iable and free of transmission errors. in other

words, the data link.layer provides error and flow control.

Error control involves solving the problens caused by darnaged, lost,

or duplicate packets. Because the transmission facility may be

unreliable, packets can be lost or damaged. In this case, the data link

layer software on the source host must retransmit the packet. However,

rnultiple transmissions of the same packet nay introduce the possibility

of duplicate packets. It is up to this layer to handle these situations

so that the network layer can assume it is working with an error-free

(virtual) Iine.

FLow control is concerned with preventing a fast transmitter fron

drowning or overrunning a slow receiver. Not only must each system have

sufficient buffer space available, but some mechanism must be employed

to indicate to the transmitter that it must sLop when the receiver has

insufficient buffer space Ieft.

2.3.5 Network Laver

The network layer has Lwo basic and essential functions. First, to

control the operation of the subnet. For this reason, the network layer

is sometimes called the communication subnet layer. Àn example function

is the relaying and routing of packets (tire unit of informat ion

exchanged in the network layer) within the subnet. Second, to determine

the characteristics of the node-host interface.
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The network J.ayer accepts messages from the transport layer, converts

them to packets, and ensures the packets are directed through nodes in

the subnet to the receiving host. One issue of concern is who should

make sure all packets reach their destination intact and in the proper

order, the host or the subnet? As well, the network layer must

determine the best method of routing packets through the network, and

the best way to handle congestion control. When too many packets are

present in (part of) the subnet, performance degrades. This situation

is called congestion.

One of the most important design questions at this layer is the

nature of the service provided to the transport layer. Two models

dominate: datagran and virtual circuit.

A datagram is a finite length packet of information consisting of

header and data components sent from source address to destination

address, independent of any other datagram sent. À datagram service

usually offers no guarantee that the messages will be delivered

undamaged, unduplicated, and in the order originally sent. Delivery is

performed on a "besl-effort" basis.

Datagram delivery operates on a simple concept. llhen a datagram

reaches a node, the node decides whether to keep the message, or route

it to another node, based on the header destination address. If it is

Èo be sent on, routing tables are consulted to deternine which Iink

leaving the node should be used to roule the datagram. Once the

datagram is sent on, the node can forget about it.
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À datagram service is suited to transaction-based communication

(inquiry-response type), in which the conversations are relatively short

and there are varying, indeterminate delays between transmissions.

A virtual circuit is a logical channel between source and destination

address (an association). ÀI1 packets are guaranteed to arrive in

Sequence and without loss, duplication or damage. Other services, such

as flow control and bufferlng, are also handled. The destination

address is needed only during initial circuit establishment, therefore,

transmission overhead is reduced. This type of service

session-based conversation and bulk data transfer.

suited for

Other functions of the network layer include error control and flow

cont.rol to optimize usage of transmission resources. Since this layer

controls the operation of the communication subnet in general, Some

accounting function may be built into this layer, to count the units of

data passing between hosts and produce billing information.

2.3.6 Transport Laver

The basic and essential function of the transport layer is to perform

end-to-end control and optimization of the transmission of data beLween

hosts, and is sometimes called the host-host layer. The transport layer

accepts data from the session layer, splits them up into smaller pieces

if necessary, passes thern to the network layer, and ensures the pieces

arrive correctly at the receiving host. This process must be performed

efficiently and in a way which isolates the session layer from changes

in hardware technology.
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0ne function is establishing, ßâintaining, and releasing transport

layer connections required by the session layer. For example, normally

the transport layer creates one network connection for each transport

connection needed by the session layer. I f higher throughput is

required, multiple network connections may be established by the

transport layer. Data are then divided or split anrong these connections

to obtain improved throughput. If, however, creating or maintaining a

network connection is expensive, the !ransport layer may muJ.tiplex

several transport connections onto one network connection, reducing the

cost. Splitting and multiplexing are transparent to the session layer.

Àlso of importance is determining what type of service to provide the

session layer. That is, whether to use a point-Lo-point error free

channel, a datagram service sending isolated messages with no guarantee

about order of delivery, or a multipoint (broadcast) channel. This

service is determined when the connection is activated.

Other issues include

so a fast host does

deleting of connections

with each other.

The transport layer

are carried out between

between hosts and nodes

the regulation of

not overrun a slow

across the network

information flow between hosts

one, and the creating and

so tvro hosts can communicate

is a true end-to-end layer in that protocols here

source host and destination host, âs opposed to

in the subnet (like in the lower three layers).
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2.3,72.3,7 Session L,aYer

The role of the session layer is to perform functions necessary to

support dialogue between programs r oI more spec i f ica1ly , between

application processes, including initialization, synchronization, and

termination. This layer is indirectly the users' interface into the

network.

A connection between processes is usually called a session and

setting up a session is a complicated task. The two ends of the session

must be authenticated to ensure the conversation can actually take

place. Then they must agree on options in effect for the session (such

as half or full duplex operation). Once a session has been established,

it must be managed correctly. This may involve recovering from broken

transport connections, ordering messages when the transport layer does

not, and other such application oriented functions.

2.3.8 Presentation Laver

The role of the presentation layer is to handle the representation of

information which applications wish to exchange or manipulate. Examples

of this service include data compression, for example by reducing lhe

size of files through elimination of repeated characters; encryption to

provide security; conversion between character sets, such as ASCII and

EBCDIC; and file conversions to handle incompatible file formats, and

the like.
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2,3.9 The APPIication Laver

The application layer is the highest layer in the 0SI reference model

providing the services and functions necessary for application processes

in different open systems to communicate to achieve a common

(distributed) task.

Whereas a lower layer provides services to the next higher layer, the

application layer provides services directly to the application

processes. These services are likely to be exLensive, since it is

anticipated that a wide range of applications will wish to become users

of the network (automated office systems, banking, and so on).

Interprocess communication (process-to-process communication) is

accomplished by means of application layer protocols. There are a rich

variety and potentially large number of these protocols. While

recognizing the broad spectrum of applications which must be supported,

it is convenient to classify them and their protocols into three

categories: management protocols, System protocols, and user specific

protocols.

An essential part of the operation of a network is lhe management of

the various elements and resources forming the network. To cover these

aspects of networking, the OSI reference model identifies management

functions as specific applications. Consequently, manaqement protocols

reside in the application layer, thus having the possibitity to use all

functions available from the protocols in the layers below. Two

management protocols envisaged as candidates for standardization in the

near future are system management protocols and application management

protocols ICanad82].
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System management protocols deal with the management of resources

across all layers, including error control and recovery which cannot be

handled by each of the lower layers, activation and deactivation of 0SI

resources, monitoring and reporting of status of resources across the

open system, and so on.

Àpplication layer management protocols deal with the semantics of

information exchanged between application processes. This includes

handling the allocation and deallocation of application process

resources, detection and prevention of resource interference and

deadlock, checkpoint and recovery control, and security access control.

Also in need of standardization are system protocols. Three

protocols in this category are file transfer, virtual terminal, and

remote job entry.

File transfer protocols are rules developed to control the various

file manipulation services offered by the system, allowing the movenent

of ).arge data files back and forth among a group of hosts. Major

service requirements include inquiry and update file access, bulk data

transmission, and data entry/data collection.

Virtual terminal protocols

application processes through a

eliminate the effects of existing

the same class.

allow human end users to access

wide variety of terminals, and will

incompatibilities between terminals of

Remote job entry

a remote host using

protocols allow a human

either the job control

end user to

Ianguage (¡cr)

submit a job to

of that host,
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or the network-wide JCL. This will relieve the user of having to know

differences between the JCL on different nachines.

User specific protocols are rules designed for the manipulation

specific applications, such as banking or office automation, and

beyond the scope of 0SI.

There has been some controversy and uncertainty over the layer in

which the system protocols should be placed. This uncertainty causes

problems when attempting to define protocols for the upper layers. In

fact, Some system protocols, Such as a file transfer protocolr mâY

extend across several layer boundaries. The upper layers become

i11-defined, and without a rigorous description of the functions

required, protocols cannot be developed on a per-Iayer basis. The work

undertaken by committees l-ike ISO, witl greatly influence the final

structure of the application environment.

A great deal of emphasis is placed on the application layer in Lhe

succeeding chapters because it is only through the services provided at

this layer that integration and its full potentials can be realized.

2,4 CO},ÍPÀRING NETIÍORK ÀRCHITECN'RES

Now that we have reviewed networking in general, and have seen

importance of the OSI reference model, it is tinre to examine some of

highlights of two formal networking architectures: SNÀ and DECNET.

IBM took its network initiative with the announcement of Systems

Network Architecture (SH¡) in September of 1974, By November of 1976

of

are

ìiì

the

the

.',,

::]:
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IBM introduced its Àdvanced Cornmunication Function extension to SNA to

provide networking for multiple host systens.

Not to be outdone by mainframers, Digital Equipment Corporation (DnC)

developed DECNET and the oigital Network Architecture (oH¡) [pncze].

DECNET is the name for a set of software packages designed to allow the

interconnection of DEC operating systens to form computer networks.

Figure 2.5 shows the approximate correspondences between the 0SI

reference model and these tr¡o network architectures.

Layer IS0 SNÀ DECNET

Figure 2.5: Comparing SNA and DECNET to 0SI Layering

2,4,1 Svstems Neüvork Àrchitecture (Sne)

Systems Nelwork Architecture (S}{¡) was developed by International

Business Machines (tnu) in an attempt to eliminate the chaos of
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supporting several hundreds of communication products and dozens of

leleprocessing access methods. The original release, ín 1974, allowed

only centralized networks (a tree shaped topology with many terminals

connected to one host). By 1979, a more general version rlas released

supporting nuLtiple hosts, each with its own tree structure IGreen80].

SNÀ primarily defines a set of communication

are di str ibuted throughout the network, and

protocols needed to tie these functions

communication is maintained among programs and

be distributed anywhere in the network. An

machines called nodes, of which there are four

Type-4, and Type-S (there are no Type-3 nodes).

related functions that

the key formats and

together. ReI iable

storage media which may

SNÀ network consists of

types: Type-1, Type-2,

Type-1 nodes are the terminals. Type-2 nodes are the cluster

controller nodes (CfC). À CLC node is attached to a communication

controller, assists with pacing data flow for a session, and generally

supervises the behaviour of terminals and other peripherals. A Type-4

node is the communication controller (CO¡IC). it controls the

communication lines and resources, and helps relieve the CPU of work

associated with data conmunication. Fina1ly, there are Type-5 nodes, or

the hosts themselves, which handle general purpose dala processing

functions.

Each node contains an element of some of the SNA functional Ìayers.

Nodes are grouped together to form a control domain. A control domain

can be lhought of as a single tree, the root being the host, with all

other nodes distributed in tree configurations. À domain exists for the
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co-ordination of specific network operations, and there may be many such

domains with application processes in each domain communicating r¡ith

each olher (a forest?).

Each node contains one or more Network Addressable Unit (H¡U). A NÀU

consists of a set of functions that provides ports for communication

through the network. The outer layer of a NAU is called NAU services

and the outermost layer of NAU services, at the boundary to the

application process, is the NÀU services manager. Each NÀU has a

network address and all application processes in the SNA network

interface to one of these NÀU service managers.

The NAU network address is inLernal to SNA, is used to route messages

between NÀUs, and remains transparent to the application process. When

two NAU service managers, each in their respective NÀU' want to

communicate, a session must be set up. The session defines a logical

connection between two NAUs. For each pair of NÀUs there exists one

session, and each NAU can support nultiple sessions.

There are three types of NÀUs defined by SNA: system service control

point (sscp), physical unit (pu), and logical unit(r,u). The SSCP is

responsible for a number of network management operations, including the

general management of the control dornain, bringing up the network,

establishrnent of the logical connections between NAUs, recovery and

maintenance, and so on. Work is delegated between the one or more SSCPs

existing in the network. Each SSCP has at Least one PU companion. The

physical unit helps bring a node online and offline, tests the node, and

performs olher similar administrative tasks. The SSCP and PU work
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together to control the network configuration and data transportation

resources. Àn LU acts as a window for the application process to access

the network. That is, it is a port that application processes attach

to, in order to access SSCP-provided services necessary for establishing

logical connections between LUs.

A discussion of SNÀ would not be complete without a brief overview of

its functional layers. IBM chose to organize the SNÀ services into

layers for basically the sane reasons as ISO (see Section 2,2.2). The

services are divided among five layers. The layers, from highest to

lowest, are NAU services, data flow control, transmission conLrol, path

control, and data link control (see rigure 2.5).

The NÀU Services tayer consists of a number of outer components of

the SNÀ network. One such component is the NAU services manager which

exists for each NAU, allowing an application process to link to the

system. Services for each individual NÀU are called per-NÀU services.

Àn example of a per-NAU service are the network services which allow a

logical connection between two or more NÀUs. Network services are

concerned with the activation or deactivation of parts of the network

(for example, with SScP-tU, SSCP-PU, SScP-sscP, and PU-PU sessions). A

second conponent of the NÀU services layer is the FuncLion Interpreter

f or Function Management Data (nl.r'm) . One of these exists f or each

session and most importantly, it involves the representation of data

being exchanged. FI.FI'[D is a per-session service composed of

presentation services to define the process connection through code,

formatting, editing, compression and compaction, and session recovery

services needed to handle various recovery actions"
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The Data Flow Control Layer (nfC) regulates the application process'

send/receive pacing and its request/response flows ("my turn, then your

turn" type of conlrol). The layer helps ensure flow integrity. Process

requests, such as whether to communicate fulI duplex or half duplex' are

also deal-t vlith.

Transmission Control performs the co-ordination of session

transmissions (sequence numbering, rate control). Transnission control

also co-ordinates session establishrnent and disestablishment, and is

commonly called the "front office" to the conmunication network for the

application processes.

Responsibilities in the Path Control Layer include the routing of

incoming data (packets) to links or to correct points in its own node,

and the allowance of alternate path routing between nodes.

Data Link Control functions include the transferring of packets

intact along a noisy transmission Iine, controlling the flow of data on

the Iinks, estabtishing and terminating a logical connection between

stations, handling the data transfer between these stations, and

ensuring message integrity in lhe transfers.

One difference between SNA and the OSI reference model is that SNA

was designed for a homogeneous environment, where all conponents are

designed by the same manufacturer, while 0SI deals with the

heterogeneous environment of diverse designs and manufacturers. While

we have seen the similarities in their basic layered structure, the

protocols that are used are, for the most part, different.
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Ànother key difference between SNA and the 0SI reference model is

that while the reference model has an autonomous style interconnection,

SNÀ has a hybrid autonomous-hierarchical structure. That is, SNA is

hierarchical wilhin each tree or domain (with its own sscP), but rlith

autonomous interconnection between trees at the level of the

host-attached communication controllers. We know that in the autonomous

style of interconnection, there is no master/slave distinction and there

need be no identifiable central control point. SNA, however, is a

centralized control architecture, and thus one of the reasons for its

criticism. If a host goes down, all terminals in its domain are

isolaLed because of the loss of the SSCP. Ànolher host, however, nay

take control of the domain.

2,4,2 DECNET

Another well known computer network product is the set of DECNET

offerings from Digital Equipment Corporation (oeC). DECNET is the

collective name for a set of programs and proLocols which extend various

operating systems produced by DEC, so they nray be interconnected with

each other to form computer networks. The architecture used by DECNET

is called the Digital Network Àrchitecture (ou¡).

As ittustrated in Figure 2.5, DECNET consists of five layers (frorn

lowesL to highest): physical, data link control, transport, network

services, and application. The bottom four layers correspond closeLy to

the lowest four layers of the OSi reference model, except lhat DEC calls

layer 3 the transport layer instead of the network layer.
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The functions in the layers are distributed among the nodes. Unlike

computer networks such as ARPÀNET which separate the hosts from the

subnet, DECNET makes no distinction between hosts and communication

processors. In other words, DECNET is simply a collection of machines

(each of which functions as both host and node) calted nodes, which may

run user programs, perform switching functions, or do both.

The following is a description of

starting with the lowest layer.

each of DECNET's five layers,

The Physical Link Layer manages the physical transmission of bits

over the communication facility. The layer is concerned with the

physical characteristics of the data channel, signalling techniques,

clocking on the channel, and the interface between the computer system

and the communication services. The physical layer can be implemented

in the operating system itself, or as a separate front end processor.

The Data Link Layer creates an error free communication path between

adjacent nodes so that data blocks may be transmitted reliably between

then. In addition, the data link layer manages transmission and

reception on various types of channels (half duplex for example). This

leve1 is channel independent.

The Transport Layer transports messages from source node to

destination node using various routing schemes. The establishment of a

path between two end nodes is also performed at this IeveI, through the

use of the individual node-to-node paths in the data link controÌ layer

below. Various routing tables and routing algorithms are used to switch

messages fron an incoming channel to an outgoing channel. Network

congestion is also controlled here.
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TheNetworkserviceslevelhandlestheactua]'end-to-endcreationand

managementofasessionbetweentwonodes.Itallowsdat'atobe

exchangedreJ.iablyandsequentially,independentofthenode'slocation

in the network or which network systems are communicating' Other

network services include flow control (pacing), buffer management' data

integrity checking, interrupts' and control of addressing'

Userapplicationprograms,resourcemanagingprografns,andfunction

orientedprogramsallrunattheApplicationLayer.Thislayersupports

the exchange of data between apprication programs and input/output

devices or fil-e systems, and the simultaneous execution of programs

usingindependentlogicallinks.Àpplicationserviceshand}eresource

sharingoflocalandremoteperipherals,filetransfersbetweenone

system and another, remote file access allowing file manipulation on a

remotesystem,databasemanagementprovidingaccesstodistributeddata

at a simple level, and network management'

DECNEThasnoseparatesessionlayeranditsapplicationlayerisa

combination of Iso's presentation and application layers' DECNET does

notallowdatatransformationssuchastextcompressionandencryption,

althoughcertainothertransformationsprovidedbyafileaccess
protocol take place while transferring files from one system to another"
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Chapter III
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEI.IS

The overall goal of network architecture design is to meld the

diversity of resources and protocols into some coherent form so that the

collective humanr/softwarer/hardware resources can intercommunicate. The

common current approach is to create a transport or end-to-end protocol

built on lower-leve1 protocols that move uninterpreted blocks of data,

and then construct, oD top of this service, protocols for whole-file

transfer, virtual terminal access, and other virtual device usage.

However, the fulI potential of computer networking for resource

sharing and distributed computing cannot be realized with such an

architecture for the following reasons. First, each programmer wishing

to provide or use a new network-sharable resource must face anew all the

issues of data-type translation, naming, protection, and inLerfacing to

the transport layer. Second, a terminal user must know the various

naming and other access mechanisms required by the network, each host'

and each service. He must login to his local host, use a network access

program, and then login to his Larget host(s), each probably using

different conventions. Ànd third, the setting up of accounts and other

administrative procedures are awkward. The user nust explicitly

esÈablish accounts and receive billing from each administration

controlling a host with resources he wishes to use.
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Thenextstepfortheeliminationorminimizationoftheseandother

prob}emsisthecreat'ionofadistributedsystem.Thisstepisagiant'

}eapincomputernetworkdesignthatbetteral}owsustoexp}oitthe
potentialsforachievingtheenvisionedbenefitsofanintegrated

environment - such as reduced user interface complexity' better control

overinformationflow,andincreasedsystenefficiency-andanimproved

understanding of the functionar requirements and operational behaviour

of network sYstems'

Attempting to derive a concise definition of a

a difficult task' The technical and commercial

definitions which contradict each other and which'

vague that it does not mean anythinq to adopt or

our purposes' a simple definition will do'

distributed system rs

Iiterature is fuII of

in manY cases, are so

t,o reject them' For

Cohesionisthetendencytoremainunitedandwell-knit,therefore'a

distributedsystemissomethingmorethanaclusterofcomputersthat

actindependent}y.Transparencymeansviewingthedistributedsystemas

a nondistributed system at some level' In other words' the user of a

distributedsystemshou}dnotbeawarethattherearemultiple
processors,orthathiscomputationsanddat'aaredispersedamong

variousphysicallocations,unlesshewants!obe.Decentralization

impliesthatdecisionsaremadeatdifferentphysicallocationsinthe

system.Thus,acomputernetworkmustexhibitcohesion,transparency'

anddecentralizationinorderforittobecalledadistributedsystem.

A Distributecl SYsten is
ãohesion, transParency'

a costputer netvork wilh a high degree

ri¿- áã-. 
"nlraI 

i zaù i on'
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We will novr attempt to identify what are believed to be the most

interest.ing and important characteristics of distributéd systems, in

order to strengthen our definition above. I^ie have selected three

criteria which seem to constitute the nost widely accepted

characteristics: mul-tiplicity, existence of a high-1evel operating

system, and system transParency.

A desirable (but not necessary) characteristic of a distributed

system is a multiplicitv of assignable resources to provide services

within the system. The nodifier "general-purpose" has often been used

tO deScribe these "asSignable" resources, such aS general-purpose

computer systems. However, it is not clear that this modifier is either

necessary or sufficient. What is necessary is that the system have the

ability to be dynamically reconfigured on a short-term basis with

respect to those resources that provide specific services at any given

time IEns1o78]. Resources not directly involved with the

reconfiguration should not be affected. Às an example, if the syste¡Tl

utilizes a general-purpose processor in its daily activities, then there

may be many such processors. A system usually consists of

generat-purpose resources and special, fixed function resources

(possibly being dedicated, nonreassignable, or both). The availability

of such resources leads to high system reliability and availability with

graceful degradation, and characterizes a flexible and expandable

system.

A hiqhrlevel operatinq system (or system-wide operating system) that

unifies and integrates the control of the distributed components is one

of the most important and desirable characteristics of a distributed
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system. In other v¡ords, systen softrvare makes the difference between a

cluster of computers that act independentl-y and that same cluster

integrated into a smooth-working, cost-effective distributed operation.

There can be no hierarchical relationship between the high-level

operating system and all of the local (host) operating systems, since

the criterion of autonomous operation would be violated. The loca1

operating systems need not be honogeneous either, alLhough heterogeneity

complicates the system design problem considerably.

System transparency allows the user to connect to the systen with the

impression of having one "super-system" at his fingertips, rather than a

collection of heterogeneous systems. The user need not specify which

physical or logical component is needed to perform a specific function.

The system should be totally transparent to the user, unless he

specifically requires knowledge of the system configuration in order to

accomplish a certain task. For example, the user would usually request

services by name rather than by designation of the resource, yet if the

user knows which resource would best execute his task, he should be able

to get it. The user has the ability to develop programs and routines as

easily as if he were working with one centralized systen. It is up to

the system-wide operating system to deal r{ith all varieties of command

languages and data definitions present in the system. This is a

non-trivial task.

Since a distributed system is a special case of a computer network,

other characterístics we discussed in Chapter 2, such as autonomy, and

the physical distribution of the physical and logical components of a

computer network interacting through a communication subnet, are
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certainly an integral part of distributed systems. One characteristic

not explicitly mentioned in the definitions of computer network and

distributed system, but which is never-the-less implied, is the

existence of disjoint address spaces (no shared memory) for each host.

This characteristic then excludes systems v¡ith multiple processors

communicating through shared memory from our definition (that is, a

single host ) .

We now have a set of properties and operating characteristics which,

when combined together, uniquely characterize a distributed system and

further distinguish it fron a computer network. For example, a computer

network is distributed in the sense that its components (hosts and

nodes ) are physically distributed, and yet it is not cohesive,

transparent, or decentralized. Systems such as these do not have the

ability for dynamic relocation or reassignment of tasks in the event of

hardware or software failure.

There are three activities of a system that may be distributed:

data, computation, and control (such as the operating system). In order

to achieve an appreciable portion of the benefits of distributed systems

as outlined in our definition, it is essential that the system exhibit a

high degree of distribution for all three of these activiLies.

Distributing computation is the distribution of processing by

dividing a single application into pieces and running the pieces on

different machines. Computation may be distributed to achieve

funclional separation (different functions are performed by differen!

machines), closeness according to some measure, a given Ievel of fault
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tolerance, or other such goals Itamps81]. As an example of functional

separation, activity supporting data base activity may run on one set of

hosts, while activities supporting exLensive nunerical computations may

run on another set of hosts.

Distributing data is the distribution and organization of data among

the system hosts. Some files may be replicated at each host, while

others may be split among several hosts. The decisions on hori to

organize the data will depend on costs (in terms of money, reliability,

responsiveness, and so on) and on availabte mechanisms to support

consistency of multiple copies, maintain synchronization of acceSS, and

so forth.

Distributing control is the distribution of resource management and

consists of effecting the decisions and actions involved in regulating

access to a resgurce, as wetl aS implementing the resource data

structures and operaLions visible to its users. This means that the

system state representation is partitioned and scattered aII over the

different processing elernänts (hosts and nodes). The control of aIl

executive functions norrnally done within processing elements must be

done among processing elements.

Each of these issues are common to many applications and can be

discussed in general terms at the application layer. They will prove to

be useful for our discussion of integrated distributed systems in

Chapter b. Therefore, the followíng three sections wiII elaborate on

each of these issues.
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3,1 DISTRIBInED DATÀ

One of the nrost important conslderations in

systems is the distribution and organization

hosts.

Data, distributed or otherwise' can be kept

a data base or in a collection of files' The

relate to either form'

the design of

of data among

distributed

the sYstem

i n one of t'wo

arguments in

forms: in

this section

There are a number of

The following outlines

desc r ibe .

ways in which data can be

the tYPes of data system

distributed and used'

configurations we wiIl

a

o

hierarchical di str ibut ion
l-ãåp"na"nt hierarchical data
. iiããp.ndent hierarchical.dllu
;^;;i;i;;ãå to' ãpiit data) distribution
iáplicated distribution

one way to distribute data is hierarchically, in which the data are

distributedbetweentwoormorehostsinsomehierarchicalfashion.

Withdependenthierarchicaldata,thedatainthe}ower-Ievelhostsare

c}oselyre}atedtothoseinthehigher_Ievelhost.Theyareoftena
subsetofthehigher-Ieveldatausedforloca}application.Themaster

copyofthedatamaybekeptbythehigher-Ievelhost.Whenachangeis

madetothedatainthelower-}evelhost,thischangemust'bepassedup

to the higher-revel host - sometimes inmediately, sometimes later in an

updatingcycle.Forexample,thehigher-levelhostmightstorecustomer

numbers'names,creditinfornation,anddetailsoforders.Theseare

also stored by the lower-level hosts, and any modifications to them must
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bepassedupwards.slithindependenthierarchicaldata,thestructureof

the data in the lower-Ievel hosts is probably different and independent

from that in the higher-leve} host' A common example of such a

relationshipisoneinwhichthelower-}evelhostsaredesignedfor

routinerepetitiveoperationssuchasorderentry,productioncontrol,

inventory,andsoforth.Thehigher-Ievelhostisaninformation
system,possiblyataheadofficelocation,designedtoanswerrequesfs

frommanagement,forecastersandsoon.Thehigher-levelhostthen

accessesthedatafromthelower-}eve]hostsandsummarizes,edits,and

reorganizes them to ansvrer the requests'

Ànot'herwayofdistributingdataiscalledpart'itioneddistribution

orsp}itdatadistribution.Heretherearemultiplehostscontaining
identicaldatastructuresandformats,butnotidenticaldata.HostÀ

keepsdistrictAdata,hostBkeepsdistrictBdata,andsoon.Mostof

thetransactionsprocessedrequirethedat'abeinthehostwhichhandles

them,butoccasionallyatransactionoriginatinginonehostneedsthe

datainanotherhost.Eitherthetransactionorthedatamustbe
transmitted over the subnet'

Datamayalsobereplicatedamongthesystemhosts.Identica}copies

of the data are stored in separate hosts, because this duplicate storage

avoidstheneedforhigh-volumetransmissionbetweenthehosts.Suchan

organizationonlymakessenseifthevolumeofupdatesofthedatais

Io1¡.AnexamplewouldbeapublicdataservicesuchastheBritishPost'

OfficePreste}system.Thismakesdataavailableonhomeoroffice

televisionsetstinkedbytelephone}inestothesystem.Multiple
copiesofthesamedatawi}Ibestoredonrelativelysmalllocal
systems, and be updated from a central system'
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Let

affect

us novr turn our discussion to some of the considerations which

the location of data in a distributed system'

Dataforaparticularapplicationinadistributedsystemnaybe

either centralized or distributed' There are properties inherent in

certain data which lead naturally to distribution' and properties in

other data which Iead naturally to centralization'

Themainpropertyfavouringdistributionisthatthedataareusedat

one}ocationandarerarelyorneverusedatotherlocations.l{uchof

theinformationinabranchoffice(clientaddressesforexample)isof

nouseanywherebutatthatbranchoffice.Hov¡ever,otherinformation

generatedinabranchofficemaybeneededelsewhere(suchaScustomer

orders which are needed in manufacturing plants)'

Apropertyofdatawhicharguesstronglyforcentralizationisthat

thedataarebeingconstantlyupdatedandreferredtobymultipleusers

indifferentgeographicallocations.Theusersneedanup_to_the-minute

pictureofthedataasawhole,andthedataarebeingmodifiedbyusers

in different locations' One copy of the data ts therefore kept in one

place.Thisisdoneonreservationsystemsforairlines,hotels,and

rented cars'

Datatowhichmanyinquiriesaremadecou}dbedistributedifthe

dataareupdatedonlyinfrequent}y,ifthedatagiventotheinquirers

canbeafewhoursoldratherthanafewsecondsloflpossibly,ifthe

uPdates cone from onIY one source'

r,l..*

.. ..;l
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Distributed data can have a number of problems associated with them.

The problems are such that it is often desirable not to have an

unconstrained distribution and replication of data. The problems we

wish to discuss briefly are response time, multiple copies of data, and

deadloc k .

Distributed data imposes a response time component on each request

that cannot be satisfied loca1ly. This component's two parts are the

time spent waiting for service by the subnet, and the time for the

subnet to deliver the message. Many transactions will require more than

one message transmittal. À well designed subnet must mininize

comnunication time so that responses to remote requests will not take

significantly longer than responses to local requests. A poorly

designed subnet wiIl provide unacceptable response times because of

excessive communication delays.

If hosts in rnore than one location need to use the same dat,a, it is

possible that they could each keep their own replicaled copy. There are

several possible advantages to having more than one copy. First, the

reduction in communication costs may be greater than the increase in

storage and possibly processing costs. Second, for distributed systems

with many copies of certain data, if one copy is damaged, a duplicate

copy exists. Third, system availability as perceived by the users may

be enhanced. Fourth, response time to users may be inproved.

The main disadvantage of having more than one coPY, apart fron

storage costs, is that updating and file reorganization have to be done

mulliple times. If the data are never updated, this presents no
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A deadlOCk OCcUrs if two or more processes bid for the same resources

in a mutually exclusive manner. consider the following example'

process A starts and seizes and locks out file A while process B starts

and seizes and locks out file B. Process À then requests file B while

process B requesls file À. However, both files are locked out' Hence'

neither process can complete and release itS fiIe, causing an indefinite

blind alley. This situation must either be prevented or detected to

avoid tying uP the entire sYstem'

It would seem that this probJ-ern could be aggravated with distributed

data because of the time delays involved in remote file updates' À

solution may be quite complex, because no one host may be totally avrare

of what processes have acquired what resources'

difficulties. The sYstem

He would determine whether

use the network to access

frequent the uPdates, the

There are

di str ibut ing

lMartiSlbl.

rel iabi I i ty ,

scope of this

designer would be concerned nrainly with costs'

it is cheaper to have multiple copies or to

one common copy. Generally speaking' the more

less desirable data replication is'

other significant factors that must be considered in

data, severaL of which are discussed in [tiebo81 ] and

These include data security, error recovery and

update interference issues and so orlr and are beyond the

thesis.
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3,2 DISTRIBTNED COMPT'TATION

Distributing computation is the distribution of processing

dividing a single application into pieces and running the pieces

different machines.

by

on

Two types of distributed computation have been

(or flat) and hierarchical (or vertical).

defined: horizontal

A distributed computation design in which aII processors operate at a

logically equal leve1 to perform their tasks, is called a hofizontal

configuration. Note the term "1ogica1Iy"; the processors may be

physically unlike and of different capacity and pov¡er. The important

aspect is their logical relationship within the distributed system.

À good example is a configuration of three hosts geographically

distributed and interconnected via a comrnunication subnet (¡np¡Hnf for

example). Here, each host will normally handle jobs/transactions which

originate localIy. The interconnections can be used for load leveI1ing

among the three hosts. Candidates for load levelling coul-d range all

the rray from compilations to complex jobs which require that the

referenced files be transferred between cities with the jobs.

With vertical distribution the interconnected processors form a

hierarchy, sharing tasks in a slructured way. Each level is usually

more sophisticated than its predecessor with each component to some

degree controlled by the higher level member(s) of the hierarchy. The

basic design rule is to distribute the processing load within the

hierarchy so that processing can be performed v¡ith an optimum
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cosL/perf.ormance ratio. If a function is needed quite frequently and

quick response time is preferred, the function is moved down into the

hierarchy. Those functions not as critical tend to migrate up towards

the centre of the hierarchY.

A good example of a hierarchical configuration consists of one or

more host information processors and several satellite processors placed

in factory locations or bank branches, depending on the type of

application. Àt the lowest level are the device controllers (usualIy

intelligent) supplying functions needed for terminal control or

real-time conLrol. The host, at the Lop IeveI, provides services to

terminal users and satellite processors (compilation, Iinking, down-1ine

loading of programs to satellites, and so on). The satellite processors

depend on the host to some degree because they cannot perform these

services thenselves, although a fulI master/slave relationship does not

exist since this would decrease the reliability of the systen, and by

our definition, would not be a distributed system.

Because of the mechanisms built into software or systems

architecture, designers sonetimes try lo make all configurations for

distributed computation vertical, or all configurations horizontal"

This can result in excessive overhead, system inflexibility, or awkward

control. Whether or not conputation should be distribuled vertically,

horizontally, or both, depends on the patterns of work the configuration

must accomplish and the patterns of data usage.

In deciding which particular distributed computing configuration(s)

is needed Íre are concerned with such questions as: where are the units
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of processing work required; how large are these units; T¡hat size of

processing machine do they needi are the units independent, or does one

depend on the results of another; what stored data do the r¡ork units

employ; do they share common data, or are the data independent; what

transactions must pass between one unit and anotheri what are the

patterns of transaction flow; must transactions pass between the units

of work immediately, or is a delay acceptable; what is the cost of delay

lMartiSlbl.

The answers to these questions differ from one organization to

another. The patterns of work are different. The patterns of

information flow between work units are different. Different types of

corporations tend, therefore, to have their o$¡n natural shapes for

distributed compuLation. What is best for an airline is not necessarily

best for an automated office system.

The decision to run a particular part of a computation on one machine

or another is based on the suitability of the machines, the relative

costs of the machines, the bandwidth of the communication channels

interconnecting them, and the current workload. For example, consider a

system in which all the modules (procedures, programs, and so on) are

available on both a central machine and one minicomputer. When the

workload on the central machine is light, most modules run faster there

because the machine is faster. 0n the other hand, when the central

machine is heavily loaded, the minicomputer may actually have a better

response time. The question is, which parts of the program should be

run where.
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Consider two approaches to load

assigning tasks to processors) among

and the dedicated function approach,

of the workload partitioning problem

balancing (that is, optimally

processors, the adaptive approach

both of which are studied as part

in general Itiebo81 ].

The adaptive approach allows load sharing between processors so that

an underloaded processor may help out an overloaded processor wilh some

of its tasks. Booth describes this type of dynamic load levelling

between a process and its data [gooth76]. Àssuming a string of

information processors have the same capabilities, the process may be

moved to the data, or the data nay be moved to the process. in a batch

environment, jobs tend to do a lot of processing against reasonably

Iarge data bases. In this case, it is more feasible to transfer the

job, or some part of it, to the data base. If, on the other hand, a

request using a small part of the data base is being processed, it may

be wiser to move the data to the request, returning only updaLes to the

computer where the data are stored. In general, this scheme is

associated with horizontally distributed conf igurations.

The dedicated function approach does not permit dynamic load sharing.

À11 functions and data base segments are preassigned to processors

statically. This can lead to imbalances in processing loads at erratic

intervals, although control of the computation is somewhat less complex

than in the preceding case. This method is most often used with

hierarchical).y distributed conf igurations.

Gylys and Edwards attempt to define a mathematical model for such a

class of problems ICy1ys76J. In their paper they discuss computational
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techniques for optimal workload partitioning in a network environment'

The biggest factor or obstacle in optimally assigning programs to

computers is the communication subnet. The subnet is the least reliable

part of the system, and is a potential traffic bottleneck' l'lessages may

be lost or derayed, and communication among nodes may compretery fail

due to hardware or software errors. Faults of this type may be

catastrophic to many reat-time systems' Gylys and Edwards look

seriously at minimizing subnet traffic when partitioninq programs to

processors. They believe that if subnet traffic can be minimized'

finding optimal network configurations for a given software design

follows naturallY

stone and Bokhari describe an algorithm for f inding optimal

assignments of program modules across a tvio-processor systen IStone78]'

By taking into account the real running time of each module on each of

the processors and the communication time between any two modul-es

running on separate processors, an "optimal assignment" graph can be

constructed that wiII indicate which modules should be assigned to which

processor. For a general K-processor system, an optimal solution to the

module assignment problem has not been found. wu and Lui attempt to

generalize a solution for the K-processor system in [tr{u80].

We have comPiled a list of three

over multiple machines: reliability'

reasons for distributing computation

modularity, and Program size.

First, overall sYstem reliabilitY

application is distributed over several

one host need not result in failure of

can be imProved. i f t'he

hosls in the system, failure of

the entire aPPlication. If a
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central mainframe fails, all computation must cease, and jobs with high

availability requirements (¡hat is, those jobs used frequently by many

hosts) suffer.

Second, smaller more modular application programs are possible. By

segmenting parts of a program into smaller independent pieces, each

running on its own processor., under certain conditions programming costs

can be reduced, debugging is easier, and productivity will increase.

Third, the process may be too large and complex to run on a single

computer. À good candidate for this is an application that requires

several peripheral devices, each with a fair amount of processing and

real-time response needs. Àpplications such as message switching,

weather processing, and device monitoring fall into this category.

One cannot reap the benefits of distributed computing without running

into some problems, two of which are system inefficiencies, and the

additional complexity of interprocessor bugs.

DistribuLing computation may introduce certain system inefficiencies.

Minicomputers and microcomputers have Iimited address space, therefore,

memory mapping is required to maintain large physical memories. This

could reduce the power of the processor by five to twenty percent,

depending on the type of processor and the type of application

It,ieUogl]. In addition, the more messages passed between processors'

the higher the operating system overhead, and the lower the power of the

procesSor.
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Ànother problem is the additional complexity of interprocessor

,,bugs". Symptoms may appear in one processor, but the problem may exist

in another. Errors propagate through the system, therefore, different

processors have different leve1s of probtems. This phenomenon increases

as the tightness of interprocessor coupling increases.

The bottom line is that more attention must be made to software

development. More complex software is needed to build and control

applications in a distributed computing environment than with a central

system. Às we shall see shortly, high-level operating systems represent

a major contribution to the increased software development.

3.3 DISTRIBUTED CONTROT

Distributed control is the distribution of resource management and

consists of the decisions and actions involved in regulating access to a

resource, as weII as implementing the resource data structures and

operations visible to its users.

Control contains two elements: data (including control data) required

to make decisions and algorithms required to manipulate data to make

decisions.

In the most centralized kind of control design, data and algorithms

are placed at a single point and only a single system processor has

access to them. À pure maslerr/slave relationship exists between the

processor which can operate on control data and the other snaller

processorS. These smaller processors undertake tasks solely as

permitted or directed by the central processor. This is the usual
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perception of a single processing system built around

central processing unit.

a uniprocessor

Control may become more distributed by permitting more than one

processor to access the data and algorithms which are collected at a

central point. This concept is common to multiprocessor designs. The

operating system has data required for system control and the algorithms

required to manipulate the data. Àny processor in the system is

permitted to access the control structure. This is possible because the

memory locations which hold the operating system are equally accessible

to all processors.

À further distribution of control becomes possible by partitioning

the concept of control into discrete control functions. Thus control

may be partitioned into memory management, program management,

input/output management, and so forth. This partitioning is

accomplished by restructuring the programs of the operating system into

a set of specialized service elements. When the operating system is so

restructured, it is possible to allow all processors Lo address any

control element.

In the purest form of distributed control all data and all control

algorithms are dispersed throughout the system and replicated at aII

points. There is no global data at any point in the system. Each

processor has a complete operating systen which is responsible for local

control and for interacting with other processors to achieve some form

of system-wide control.
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From the above, l¡e see that various levels of distributed control can

be provided by a high-level operating syslem. In our discussion of the

definition of distributed systems, rle stated that a high-Ievel operating

system which unifies and integrates the control of the distributed

components is one of the most important and desirable characteristics of

a distributed system.

À High-tevel Operatíng Systen (gr,OS) is a
and associalecl protocols that allor a sel of
which are interconnected by a conputer
together in a convenient and cost-effective

collection of sofÈvare
autononoug co¡tputers,

netrork, to be used
nanner.

An HLOS must perform two functions. First, it must turn a collection of

hardwarer/software resources into a coherent set of resources (such as

processes, files, directories, clocks, and accounts) and support their

naml ng , access, sharing, protection, synchronization, and

interconmunication ( including error recovery). Second, it nust

multiplex and allocate these resources among many computations.

In performing the functions outl-ined in the definition above, an HLOS

nust deal with the problems arising from its distributed nat,ure and the

heterogeneous systens on which it is based. Specific problenr areas

include translation of various data representations, distributed service

and resource structures, potentially more complex error recovery, update

of rnultiple copies of files or data bases, control by several

administrations, and inefficiency arising from distance and bandwidth

limitations between components Iwatso80].
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Intelligent Gateway (ntC) and

operating system (oOS).

to designing and implementing an HLOS.

the HLOS on top of existing operating

by the National Sof tware l,lorks (wSt'l) 
'

network operating system (NOS). The

HLOS fron scratch as the native system

approach is taken bY Rochester's

is often referred to as a distributed

There are three primary HLOS design goals. The first 9oa1 is that a

proceSS, terminal user, oÍ programmer have a uniforn, coherent view of

distributed resources. Processes' programmerS, and terminal users

should not have to explicitly recognize whether a needed resource is

tocal or remote. A user should not have to (although he may) program

differently or use different terminal procedures depending on resource

Iocation; tnis implies that network operations and the idiosyncrasies of

local hosts can be largely or completely hidden" À second goal is that

it be possibte to implernent and use the HLOS structure efficiently as

the base (native) operating systenr, and as a "guest" layer on existing

operating systens that support appropriate interprocessor communication.

À third goal is extensibility. The term implies that users can easily

buitd new services on existing ones v¡ithout requiring system programmers

to add new resident or privileged code. Thus, an HLOS does not have to

spring fulI-blown into exislence to be useful; iL can start with a few

services and evolve from there.

There are two main aPProaches

The first aPProach is to build

systems. This approach is taken

and is often referred to as a

second aPProach is to build the

on each host comPuter. Thi s

À key design i.

mechanism. This

ssue in an HLOS is the interprocess communication (IpC)

mechanism is the highest layer of the comrnunication
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service, and Provides the

system. Its PurPose is

uninterPreted, arbitrarY

addresses.

process-to-process service in the distributed

to support the reliable communication of

length, logical messages between end-to-end

A major concern at this leve1 is how two processes communicate v¡ith

one another. what are the semantic primitives? Two fundamentally

different schemes exist¡ message passing and procedure calls' I¡le wiIl

now look briefLY at each of them'

when procedure calls are used as the IPC mechanism, the complete

system consists of a coLlection of procedures written in some language'

The code for the procedures is distributed among the processors' To

achieve corRmunication across machines, a procedure on one machine can

call a procedure on another machine. For example, the calling procedure

might contain the statement y=f(x). This calls the procedure "f" with

parameter "x,,, putting the result in "y". The semantics are the same as

for ordinary (locaI) procedure calls: the caller is suspended until the

callee has finished, the parameter is passed from the caller to the

callee, and the result is passed from the callee to the caller' If the

caller and callee dO nOt Share any common address space, the parameter

passing will normally be caIl-by-value rather than call-by-reference'

If, however, the caller and callee dO Share common address space' the

parameter passing can be call-by-reference. In this case, information

can also be transmitted by changing globaI variables' co-operation

among processes is achieved using locks, semaphores' monitors, and other

synchronization data structures, A monitor is a collection of
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procedures and data which has a lock

prevent more than one Process from

Procedures accessing critical tables

exclusive access.

When a process wants to communicate

sonehow indicate which process it wants

associated with

being active at

are grouped in this

it in order to

any one time.

way to ensure

This nodel of IPC ]eads to having the entire operating system being

written as one large program, which gives coherence but also lack of

flexibility.

The alternative model, message passing, consists of processes

communicating with one another by exchanging messages' in the form of

requests and replies. Each process has primitive operations to send,

receive, and wait for messages. The code for each process is

conceptually separate from all the other onesi each one may be written

in a different language, for example. Àny restrictions about which

process can communicate with which other process have to be enforced

dynamically. With procedure calIing, the restrictions can be enforced

in the language by defining the domain of the system in which a process

can be accessed (that is, its scope).

Message passing has many more issues to be resolved than procedure

calling. Some of the major ones are port naming and access, blocking

versus nonbtocking, virtual circuits versus dalagrams, and flow control

and buffering. Many of these points have arisen in other protocol

layers. For this reason, we will only discuss the first two of these

i ssues.

with another process, it must

to communicate with. This can
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be done by either giving the other process'name or the name of a port

or socket to which the other process is connected. If the space of

process or port names is sparse and encrypted, possession of a valid

name can be taken as evidence of permission to communicate' Using

process names raLher than ports for communicating effectively restricts

each process to a single Port.

Ànother issue we have not dealt with yet is that of blocking

primitives versus nonblocking primitives. Suppose vle have two

pr imi t ives:

SEND(id, buffer, bYtes)

RECEiVE(id, buffer, bYtes)

If SEND is blocking, it sends the contents of the buffer to the process,

port, or virtual circuit specified by "id" and waits until the transfer

has completed before continuing execution with the next statement"

"Completed" may nean any one of several things, depending on the system:

the operating system has copied the nessage to its own buffers, the

message has actually been Sent, or the message has been sent and

ac knowledged.

À blocking RECEM does not return to the caLling process until a

message has arrived. An interesting question is whether a blocking

primitive should block forever if the remote process is down. tittle is

known about the interaction of blocking primitives and timeouts'

Nonblocking primitives have different semantics from blocking

primitives. À nonblocking SEND returns to the calling process
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immediately, before any transmission has started' Similarly '

nonbLocking RECEIVE merely indícates willingness on lhe part of the

process to accept a message. In general, RECEM retUrnS LO the calling

process before a message has been put into its input buffer' The actual

completion of the sEND or RECEIVE happens later. The process can be

notified by an interrupt or it can be provided with a primitive

STATUS(id), which returns the appropriate status. sometimes a primitive

WAiT(id) is provided to allow blocking primitives to be built up from

nonblocking ones.

There is a one-to-one mapping of primitives in a message passing

system with primitives in a procedure calling system. For example, the

5ENDMSG:ÀWAITREpËy prinritive for immediate message passing has, as its

mirror image, a simple procedure call on the procedure calling systen'

Similarly, a SENDREPTY is equivalent to a RETURN(from procedure)' Lauer

cites this mapping and goes as far as saying that neither model of

process communication is preferable (ttrat is, the two models are

equivalent) [Lauer79]. The major criteria, Lauer suggests, for choosing

one over the other should be based on the system architecture

implemented and not on the applications which will eventually run on the

system.

Message Passing has been

Igarrzg] ) . Àn analysis of

those based on Procedure

discussed brieflY above.

other, and feel that either

used in a number of operating systems (see

the differences between such schemes and

calls was made by Lauer and Needham and

At this time we do not favour one over the

method of process comnunication is viable'
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A Neùrork Operating
systen buitt on top

Systen (r¡os) is a high-Ievel operaling
of existing operaüing sYstens.

3.3.1 Neüvork Operatinq Svste¡ns

This means that each host continues to

with the NOS implemented as a collection

various hosts. Elegant it is not,

implement and takes advantages of

sof tware .

run its old oPerating sYstem,

of user programs running on the

but this aPProach is easY to

proven system and aPPlication

one way to superinpose a NOS on top of existing heterogeneous hosts

is to provide each user with a process' or agent' whose job is to

provide a uniform interface to all hosts. The agent may run on one of

the hosts or on a separate network access machine (H¡t"t). It may or may

not attempt to hide the existence of multipJ-e hosts from the user' If

it does not attempt to hide the network from the user' typical commands

to the agent are of the form: ÀT HOST X DO COMMÀND Y. If it does

attempt to hide the network from the user, the agent must select the

appropriate host to run each command on'

The agent maintains a data base containing information about the

hosts and information about the user's data and programs. For example,

there might be an ACCOUNTING file to keep track of the user's account

number on each host, his cPU budget, his disk quota, and whatever other

information is needed to login and use t'he host' Another file could be

used to protect the user from the different file naming conventions on

different hosts, By creating a virtual network-wide file system, the
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user only has to learn one set of naming conventions, those used by the

agent. The agent uses the data base to locate files and translate

between virtual file names and (host,real-file-name) pairs.

In the simplest form, the agent simply acts as a command processor,

translating the user' S comnands to the command language of the

appropriate host and then sending them there for execution. Before each

program starts running, the agent must ensure that alI needed files are

avai lable where theY are needed. When this strategy is used,

implemenling the network operating system comes down to two things:

designing the network command language, and implementing the agent.

This strategy is attractive because it

the hosts. In fact, the hosts may not even

the network. Unfortunately, its utility

À project which does attempt to use this

National Software Works (¡¡SW), which runs

NSW was to design and implement a NOS

development process by means of providing

simple and does not affect

avJare of the existence of

limited to situations in

more general strategy is the

on the ARPANET. The aim of

which supports the software

access lo a number of tools

1S

be

is

which all needed files are known in advance, so the agent can have them

sent to the proper host before the program starts executing.

Furthermore, it is often difficult to arrange for interactive input and

output without the program being ayrare of the exislence of the network.

À more general strategy is to intercept all processes (a user command

for example), catching all of its system caIls, and making appropriate

requesls to other components as necessary to handle the process in the

context of the entire sYstem.
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(editors, compilers, simulators, file systems and debuggers, and so on)

InorsdT8]. NSW attempts to integrate aII these tools into a "unified

tool kit" under a "single monitor" with a "single fiIe system", and

follows the rule that distribution of the network resources and

operations should be invisible to the user (system transparency) in

order to simplify the use of a tool, regardless of the host providing

that tool.

The NSW system is comPosed

services. The Processes are

tool-bearing host foreman (r¡a)

of a number of processes providing network

the f ront end (¡'e), works manager (m't) 
'

and the file package (rP).

The user's inLerface to the network is the front end (fn). Each user

logging on to NSW through his terminal has a dedicated FE process' The

FE provides a singLe interface, command language and file system'

independent of the hosts on the system. The FE also implements a

virtual terminal protocol (Vfp) to interface various types of

interactive terminats to the system so all terminals look alike to t'he

NSW components.

The central component of NSW is lhe works manager (W¡t) ' or NSW

monitor. The WM is designed to satisfy a number of external

requirements. First, it should support large scale operations with

respect lo the number of concurrent users. Many hundreds of concurrent

users are considered, resulting in a large amount of storage space to be

managed for administrative purpose. Second, if large scale operation is

to be supported, system failures are likeIy to be catastrophic and

expensive. This requires fault tolerant behaviour of the wt¡ (that is,
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cornponent failures may only result in performance degradation and affect

only a limited number of users). Third, since NSW is designed to be

implemented on existing host computers and local operating systems, no

speciat hardware to support reliability can be used (modifications to

loca1 OSs should be restricted to adding priviLeged code only).

Reliability and large scale operation require distribuLed control

(that is, distribution of the WM and its associated data bases for

cataloging files, recording access rights, accounting, and so on). If

Lhere are multiple instances of the WM to achieve distributed control,

then each instance of the WM has to maintain a consistent view of the

global system state with respect to resource allocation, tool operation,

access rights, accounting, and so forth. Special algorithms are then

needed to handle the problems associated with nultiple copy updating.

The tool-bearing host foreman (r'u) is the tool's interface to NSW.

When the user needs a tool, the FE informs the WM which then checks its

data base to locate the specified tool. An FM process is then created

to provide an execution environment for the tool and to control its

operation. The foreman must catch all system calls made by the tool, so

that they can be carried out in the context of the NSW environment.

The file package (np) is the file handling facility for NSW. The NSW

file system as a part of the tool environment is a means to make the

output of one tool available as an input to another tool, regardless of

the tool location. Thus, the primary function of the file package is

the creation of copies of NSW files which are suitable input to tools.

À secondary function of the FP is to import external files into the NSW
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file systen and vice versa and to take care ot

like reading and writing taPes.

peripheral operations

To understand the rote of the above NSW processes better, consider

the scenario for a tool issuing an "open f iIe" operation. The

tool--bearing host foreman inlercepts the request from the tool and

forwards it to the works manager, who locates the file from the file

catalog. The file may have to be transported to the FM host and

possibly translated to a form usable by that host. In this case, the WM

must create a new physical copy of the NSW file, and calls upon the FP

to do so. Two FP processes are created: a "receiver" FP on the

destination host and a "sender" FP at the donor host. Once the transfer

is complete, the FP processes are deaLlocated and once the WM tells the

FM process that the file is now available, ít too can be freed.

The glue holding together all of the above NSW components is the IPC

facility, called MSG. It is the responsibility of MSG to provide

communication between the various NSW-system processes implementing

front end, foreman, file package, and works manager, and to allocate and

activate processes of an appropriate class like FP and WM to support a

specific user initiated tool operation. A number of process

interactions are illustrated in Figure 3.1
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3,3.2 Distributed Operatinq Svstens

À Distribuùed Operating SysÈen (oOS)

systen built as lhe nalive system on
is a high-Ievel operating

each host conputer.

This approach is to Iiterally "throw away" the existing operating

systems and start all over again with a single homogeneous distributed

operatini system. The rationale behind this approach is that having a

single network-wide operating system is better than tying Logether a

collection of incompatible ones in some ad hoc manner. That is why

people interested in buil-ding distributed systems from scratch tend to

use the DOS approach to network-wide distributed control.

Most researchers use one of two models to impLement their native DOS:

the object model or the process model.

In the object model, the user has access to objects or resources,

each of which has a type, a representation, and a set of operations that

can be performed on it. To carry out an operation on an object (read

from a file for example), a user process must possess a capability

(permission) for the object. The basíc task of the operating system

here is to manage capabilities and to allow operations to be carried

out. Capabilities nust be passed around in such a rvay that malicious

users cannot fabricate capabilities at will (see Ielmesg2] and

lLazowSl I ).

In the process model, each resource (fiIe, disk, Pêtipheral, and

on) is managed by some process, and aII the operating system does

SO

is
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manage IPC. Traditional operating system services, such as file

Systems, processor scheduling, and terminal control, are managed by

specific server processes that can be requested to perform the service'

In many cases, the servers can run as ordinary user processes'

The example we are about to present actually implements both of the

above models. Rochester's Intelligent Gateway (ntc) is a

multiple-machine, multiple-network distributed systen designed for a

collection of heterogeneous machines, interconnected by networks of

varying characteristics. It represents one of the earliest and most

conprehensive attenpts at designing a DOS and supporting network

architecture from the ground up ILantz82]'

The RiG environment consists of a collection of resources (or

objects), accessible by clients, and managed by servers. À server

defines the abstract representation of its resource(s) and the

operations on this representation. À resource can only be accessed or

manipulated through its server. Because servers are constructed with

well-defined interfaces, Lhe implementation details of a resource are of

concern only to its server. À server frequently acts aS a client when

it accesses resources managed by other servers, therefore, client and

Server are abstract concepts and do not necessarily imply differences in

implenentation.

À11 communication between processes takes the form of messages' RIG

supports both synchronous and asynchronous message passing. À sender

may or may not block waiting for the message to be queued at the

destination, and he may or may not block awaiting a reply from the
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receiver. À receiver may or may not block waiting for messages to

arrive, and may receive messages asynchronously.

The 0S consists of a collection of independent processes running on

various computers and communicating Lhrough messages. Each process has

an associated interface, whose job it is to define the functions of the

process. The 0S kernel provides the environment in which processes run.

Typical kernel functions include message passing, process scheduling,

and memory and device managenent. Às well, each host in the network

houses a number of server processes to handle 0S sysLem services such as

file access and terminal communication.
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Chapler IV

ÀPPTICÀTION IAYER SERVICE ETJEMENTS

The application layer is

providing the services and

in different open systems

distributed task.

the highest layer

functions necessary

to communicate in

in the 0SI reference model

for application processes

order to perform a common

Whereas each lower layer provides services to the next higher Iayer,

the appJ.ication layer provides services directly to the application

processes.

An application process perforns a defined set of functions

established by a software designer and exists on one or more hosts and

their associated terminals and peripherals. The functions performed by

application processes may be implemented by software and/or hardware.

The resources required to support the application processes may be

manual, automated, or industrial in nature. Human end users are manual

resources, hardware and system software are automated resources, and

sensors and actuaters are examples of industrial resources.

As well, application processes require access to local data bases

(possibly shared by other applicalion processes in the same or different

systems) to store the results from the current application processr or

lo retrieve results from a previous application process.
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Application processes may need to communicate with other application

processes to accomplish tasks Iarger than those they could accomplish

individually. That is, a single application process may be assigned a

snall part of a larger complex task. The OSI reference model only deals

with that part of the application process which supports the 0SI

protocols needed for it to communicate with another application process

located on any other oPen sYsten.

That part of an application process participating in the open

procedures is called the "application entity" and is the only part of an

application process within the scope of the OSi reference model' In

other words, the application entity is that part of the application

process providing compatible communication and co-operation with other

application processes via their apptication entities to accomplish

comnon objectives. For example, parts of an application process may be

hosted within the environment of a single system and may conmunicate

among themselves using the internal interprocess conmunication

facilities provided by that system. such parts, together with their

"closed" interconnection arrangements, are considered to be outside the

scope of OSI.

As discussed in Chaptet 2, each layer is composed of these peer

entities which communicate wit,h other peer entities in the same layer by

executing the peer protocols. Figure 4.'1 illustrates how a connection

can be established between two appLication entities. Once the

connection is made, the application protocols are used across the

connection, allowing the application processes to communicate with each

other.

ì:
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Figure 4.1: Protocol LaYers of 0SI

Ineachopensystem,theapp}icationlayerconsistsofasetof

identifiable service elements' each of which accepts and processes

requestsforprovisionofsomeosicapabiIityorprovidestothe
app}icationprocesssomeresponseaSaresultofastimulus(aresource

tr : Application Process tr : Àpplication Entitv

OPEN SYSTEM B

OPEN SYSTEM A

PHYSICAL MEDIA FOR OSI
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for example) from the OSI environment [¡arto83]. Àny given subset of

such service elements constitutes a unique type of application entity.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 depict the appLication entity structure that is

being considered by ISO. In this structure, three categories of service

elements are recognized: application independent service elements (or

common application service elements), system service elements (or

application specific service elements), and user specific service

elements. Each application entity may consist of service elements from

all three categories. Note lhat Figure 4.3 does not imply any specific

relationship between the service elements.

In the following sections we will describe the relevance of each of

these service elements to the application layer. in the case where we

cannot pinpoint their applicability to the application layer, we will

use the term "higher-leve1".

For the sake of simplicity, we will not describe these service

elements to the same depth or in the same manner as given in [Barto83].

For example, the application independent service element definition

recommendation given by ISO, partitions the service elements into a

number of capabilities such as origination, termination, context,

interruption, infornation transfer, status, dialogue control, and

synchronization. A number of paraneters needed by each type of

application independent service element are then defined. Our

discussion of service elenrents will be Iimited to those capabilities

needed by the application processes, and will be given at a higher leveI

of abstraction than outlined by Bartoli.
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Figure 4.3: Structure of an Àpplication EntitY

4.1 APPT.,ICATION IIIDEPENDENT SERVICE EIEMENTS

Application independent service elements provide capabilities

required by the application processes for information transfer

independent of the nature of the application. Setting up an association

between application processes and terminating the connection are two

such examples.

Users of interconnected open systems have a wide range of information

processing applications which need the use of various resources for

computing, data storage, data conmunication, ôs well as data input and

output. Because certain resources may be duplicated within the

interconnected systems, users nay seek to gaín increased resilience or

availability by identifying backup resources to be selected in the event

of failure. Àt the same tirne system managers may seek to retain control

of the ways in which their systems will collaborate in meeting user

needs.
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To provide such services, open systems will need to communicate,

among themselves, informat ion relating to the management of the

resources. In this way resource use may be planned, organized,

supervised, and controlled (see Section 2.3,9 and the discussion of

management protocols). In this section we wish to discuss f ive

application independent service elements which could serve for the

management of open sYstems: identifiers (naming), error control,

resource management, synchronization, and protection.

4.1 .1 Identif iers (t¡aninq)

identification systems (often called naming systems) are at the heart

of all computer system design because iL is only through the use of

identifiers that access and manipulation of resources, processes, and

oLher such mechanisms' can be accomplished.

is a string of symbols, usuallY bits

devices, processes,

or ref er to an object [r'amps81]. we

resources such as processorsr storage,

fites, directories, and the like.

There are three important classes of identifiers widely used in

distributed systems: names, addresses, and routes. Shoch makes a useful

informal distinction between these classes of identifiers: the name of a

resource indicates what we seek, an address indicates where it is, and a

route tells us how to get there [tamps81 ]. Names used within the

application layer and other such higher layers have oflen been called

ports, or logical or generic addresses, distinct from physical or

An identifier

used to designate

object to refer to

or characters,

use the term

inPut,/outPut
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spec i f ic

accessed,

function

object.

routes,

address.

addresses.

the identi

and context

if an identified object is to be manipulated or

fier must be mapped using an appropriate mapping

into another identifier and ultimately into the

Commonly, names are mapped into addresses and addresses into

although one could map a name to a route and a route to an

Higher-level naminq schemes are required to meet the needs of human

users for their own local mnemonic names, and to assisl then in

organizing, relating, and sharing objects. These high-level naming

conventions can be embedded explicitly within particular applications or

be supported by special name servers for example. t'lapping frorn a

high*level name to a nachine-oriented identifier can be explicit through

(nigh-teveI, machine-oriented) identifier pairs, of implicit by having

some algorithmic or other relationship between the structures of the

ident i f iers.

The concepts of addressinq and routinq are intimately related because

rouLing is the level of identifier mapping that allows actual access to

processes. The choice of address structure has a significant impact on

how addresses are mapped into routesr oD whether the mapping can be

distributed, and on how easily the network can be extended and

reconfigured.

A good íllustration of the use of addressing and routing at the

application layer is a naming-graph implemented with directories to

create and access higher-level names. The leaves of the naming-graph

are names of resources other than directories; the non-leaf nodes are
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directories. The path name of a resource is the sequence of branches

(directoryentries)traversedfromtheroottoanode.Agivenresource

maybereachablebyseveralpaths,allowinguserstoshareresourcesby

specifyinghisov¡npathname.Directoriescouldbeextendedtomaintain

machine-orientednamesformultiplecopiesofaresource.Application

programswouldberesponsiblefortracingdownanaming-graphaccording

toapathnametoobtainthemachine-orientednames.attheleaves.This

servicecou}dbeprovidedintheformofadirectoryServerforexample.

4,1,2 Error Control

Errorcontro}isconcernedwithdetectingandattemptingtorecover

fromerrorsandfailuresofdifferenttypes.Errorcontrolmechanisms

maybeassimp}easdesigningtheformofstateinformationsothat

duplicationwi}]notcauseharm,orascomplexasthoseusedtoassure

consistencyofupdateindistributeddatabasesystems(dataintegrity).

Intheextrenecase,whentheunderlyingserviceshavefailedand

have been unable to recover' it remains for error recovery to be

initiated by service elements at the application layer' An error is

said to have occurred when part of the system is incorrect' therefore'

theternr,,errorrecovery,,isequivalent'totheterm''erroneousstate

recovery,,.The$¡ayerrorrecoveryisaccomplishedmaydependgreat}yon

howerrordetectionandisolationareconducted.Ifit'ispossibleto

reduce the consequences of an error, the error recovery scheme becomes

simplerlhanwhentheconsequencescannotbeidentified.The
enforcementofatomicoperations(thatis,whenafaultoccurs,Ieading

tothefailureofasystemcomponent'everycurrentlyexecuting
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operation must be either completed or undone) in conjunction with error

cOnfinement mechaniSms make errOr recovery easier to achieve.

Às an example, consider tyro recovery schemes, backward error recovery

(l-recovery) and forward error recovery (F-recovery). B-recovery

techniques utilize recovery points and involve undoing everything a

system has done since the last recovery point. A recovery point is a

record of all needed information whereby a consistent state of (part of)

the system may be established. F-recovery techniques depend on the

possibility of detecting the causes and consequences of a fault and

correcting them, and involve doing again only those things which have

been detected as being incorrect.

4.1 .3 Resource l,lanaoement

There are a wide variety of resources being J.ocaIIy managed within

the application layer and other higher layers, including buffer space,

access to communication channelS, CPU cycles, address Spaces, and SO on"

Àllocating and scheduling resources at the various distributed hosts and

nodes are usually based on local decisions because of the need for local

autonomy and because knowing how to allocate and schedule on a global

basis is not well understood

In distributed systems, one would like to use resource management

protocols that could achieve bot,h low delay and high throughput. Ðelay

refers to the time interval between the time lhe process is ready to

send a message until the first useful bit of Èhe message reaches the

destination. Throughput refers to the number of useful data bits per

second that reach the receiver in some interval.
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Delay is affected by the transmission and queuing properties of the

IPC mechanisms, and by the number of overhead setup messages that may

have lo first be exchanged to reserve resources, authenticate the

sender, etcetera, before the desired request or data can be sent.

Throughput is affected by the former as weII, and by the amount of

overhead information that must accompany the sending or receiving

messages. Therefore, mechanisms to achieve both low delay and high

throughput may require long term retention of some state information and

some preallocat.ion of resources.

4.1.4 Svnchronization

Synchronization refers to mechanisms used by co-operating

(application) entities to co-ordinate access to shared resources or

order events. The purpose of synchronization mechanisms is to provide

progesses with some means whereby the system may be kept in a consistent

state. Example forms of synchronization are co-ordinating the

initialization, maintenance, evolution, and termination of distributed

shared state information used for protection, resource management, data

translation, and error control; and ordering access by processes to

shared information.

Typical synchronizing mechanisms are semaphores, hardware interlocks,

and so forth. Semaphores are non-negative integer variables operated on

by the synchronizing primitives P and v. if we let S be such a

semaphore variable, then V(S) increases the value of S by 1 in a single

indivisible action; the fetch, increment, and store cannot be

interrupted, and S cannot be accessed by any other process during the
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operation. The operation p(S) decreases

possible. If S=0, then it is not possible

process invoking lhe P operation then I^IAITs

successful testing and decrementing of

operat i on .

the value

to decrenent

until it is

S is also

of S by 1, if

S further; the

possible. The

an indivisible

Typical-Iy such a semaphore resource is used by several processes to

co-ordinate exclusive access to a shared resource (a file for example).

In this case, after the sernaphore value S is initialized to 1, each

process performs a p(S) operation to lock the resource and await

notification before accessing it. Àfter accessing the reSource, each

process performs a v(S) operation to unlock the resource.

In a distributed system these mechanisms may be centralized or

distributed, meaning either the mechanism possesses a unique name, known

by all processes which must synchronize with each other, oÍ there are

mu]t,ipIe occurrences of the mechanism distributed throughout the system.

4.1.5 Protection

Whether hardware and software faults occur because of deliberate

attempts of one user to maliciously interfere with another user or parLs

of the SyStem, or because of accidental "bugs", control Of acceSS to

network components (be they data, programs, computer power' storage

space, or peripherals) is still a fundamental part of any system.

The protection needs of distributed and centralized systems are the

same, namely to ensure that onty authorized (application) entities can

read, modifyf or manipulate resources; that unauthorized entities cannot
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tr::. prevent authorized entities frorn sending, modifying, or manipulating

,l resources; and that only authorized entities can communicate'

watson states that all security systems are built on some level of

trust within a single host [Lamps81]. This means that either all

processes trust one another, constitute a singte protection domain' or

all processes can Only access each Other and each others' resources

through a weII defined and defensible interface. 1f we assume the

high-IeveI operating system and access interfaces can be trusted' then

encryption techniques can be used Lo protect the information in transit

against errors, protect the subnet against wiretapping, establish safe

authentication protocols (identifying each communicating partner to the

others), detect detiberate message modification or playback' and allow

secure passing of access control between processes'

4.2 SYSTEM SERVICE EIEMENTS

System

spec i f ic

and data

service elements provide capabiLities

information transfer processes, such as

base accesses.

t.o handle the needs of

file and job transfers,

more imPortant system

virtual terminals, file
We will provide an overview of three of the

service e]ements and the protocols they execute:

transfer and access, and remote job entry'
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4,2,1 VirÈual Terninals

The most common computer communication application is terminal access

lcreeng2]. Not only is there an enormous number of physical terminals

on the market today, but aII of them differ significantly in Iine

Iength, meaning of attentionS or "breakS", character Sets' curSor

addressingconventions,datarates,andsoon.NoappJ-icationprogram

exists that successfully will adapt to all of the hundreds of real

terminal types available (indeed, this would be impractical if not

impossible ) .

Terminal handling is more of a problem with networks than with a

singte host system. For example, if the netvrork was composed of a

nunber of homogeneous nodes, then terminal data could simply be

,,packaged,, and transferred as is. unfortunately, the system we have

defined nust handle every kind of terminal that may access it.

Most computer installations supporting a Iimited number of terminals,

carry out terminal support through the use of software device drivers in

the operating system. Each device driver handles a particular type of

terminal attached to it. If this solution is taken for a network

supporting N terminal Lypes, then each of the M hosts on the network

would have to support N terminal types, giving M x N terminal drivers'

This is clearry impracticar. The forthcoming protocols attempt to

reduce thiS "M x N" problen tO a manageable "M x '1 " problem'

The most common sorution is to define a network virtual Terminal

(Vt). À virtual terminal represents the model of an "ideal terninal"

equipped with enough adjustable parameters so that it can emulate a
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largenumberofrealterninals.Thevirtualterminalusesvirtual
terminal protocols (Vrp), or rules for setting parameters and exchanging

infornrationwiththeVT.Avirtualtermina}protocoldefinesasetof
procedures and message formats for the support and control of a wide

varietyofrealLerminals.Theprotocolexistsbetweenapairof
virtualterminals,usingportsandnamesfronrthetransportliaison.

UsersoftheVTPincludeÀRPÀNETintheUnitedStates,CYCLÀDES

network in France, GW network in l,lest Germany, and many vendors' The

VTPapproachistocomposeinputatatermina},translatedatatothe

standardVTformat,andtransfertheinformationtothereceivinghost

whichtranslatesthedatatoaformexpectedbythehost'sterminal

handlingsoftware.TheVTPneverneedstoknowtheexactnatureofany

physicalterminalbecauseitaddressesasetoffunctionsimplementedin

a standard fashion' This allows terminal-application and

lerminal-terminalcommunicationinafunctionalcompatibleform,

irrespective of the type of physical terminal used [Davie79]'

ThefirstVTPwastheÀRPANETTetnet(TeleconmunicationsNetwork)

protocol..ThesuccessofTelnetgrewoutofthreebasicconcepts:the

networkvirtualterminal'negotiatedoptions,andaSymmetricalviev¡of

terminalsandprocesses.Tokeeptheprotocolsímple,itwasonly

intendedforscro]-I_modeterminals(one-dimensionaltype).Fromthe

workdoneonTelnetandbyEuropeaninvestigationsintoVTPs,itwas

found that a weII defined VT' and the development of a model for

attentions or interrupts' are crucial in a general VTP'

-1r:ìr.
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Most of the research done with VTPs has rnapped them on top of an

end-to-end transport service (for example, the host-host protocol in the

ARPÀNET). This is equivalent to the upper three layers of the OSi

reference model. The VTP has actually been split over several layer

boundaries. For example, functions of creating and maintaining the VT

are part of the presentation layer, while functions of dialogue control

and data delimiting, if any, are a session layer service.

The virtual terminal protocol is initiated by a user at a terminal

accessing an application program. In a heterogeneous network

environment, it can be used to support terminal-terminal or

application-applicat.ion conf igurations. Record communication and

teleconferencing are two examples of a terminal-terminal configuration.

A less obvious configuration, application-application, is used to

connect two programs originally designed for use by a terminal user.

This scheme is used many times in the ÀRPÀNET [Green82].

Two models of vTP include the Telnet l'lodel and the Àsymmetrical

Model. The Telnet Model, earliest of its kind, takes a symmetric view

of terminals and processes (see Figure 4.4). The VTP connection exists

as two VTs where the keyboard of one is connected to Lhe displayr oÍ

presentation unit, of the other, and vice versa. The representation of

data on the local terminal or process is mapped onto its vT "keyboard",

and fron there it is sent to the presentation unit of the remote VT'

which maps the data to its representation. That is, each VT has the

ability to convert process or real terminal representations into a VT

representation, and to convert a VT representation into a format needed

by its associated host. In some applications, the displays shown by the

:

.

:i
ìi
aì
:
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two VTs may differ for short

by none, one or both VTs, is

or long periods of tinre. Echo, Psrformed

controlled by a negotiation sequence'

with the Asymmetrical Model, a vT consists of the real terminal and

the software needed to adapt the local representation to the standard

language (that is, the vT format) (see Figure 4.5). The nrodel is

asymmetric; that is, it can onl-y handle terminal-application

configurations. Àt the receiving host there exists software to convert

the VT format into the representation expected by that host' If the

application needs the status of the VT for some reason, it must send a

command to the VT and await a rep}y. To prevent subsequent input from

the user from invalidating an undelivered rep1y, haLf-duplex operation

is used. This helps control contention for the vT and, as a result,

Iess asynchrony is allowed than with the Telnet model. No echo exists

because terminal input is displayed 1oca1Iy'

Terninal or APPIication Process
Local or Remote Echo CaPabilitY

4.42 The Telnet Virtual Terminal Model

A:
B:

F i gure
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S: Àdaption to the Standard Language

Figure 4.5: The Àsymmetrical Virtual Termina] ModeI

The central conponent found in aII virtual terninals is the data

structure. The data structure is an abstract representation of data

being ,,displayed" on the vT through the presentation unit, and consists

of pages, lines, and character positions availabte for characterS to

firl. The most generar form of the data structure displayed by the

presentation unit is a two-dimensionàI array (referred to as the virtual

termina]page),containingRrowsandCcolumns.Associatedwithapage

isapointertothecurrenLcharacterposition.Inthiscase,the
pointer would represent the vector (n'C) ' The page maY be further

subdivided into Z fields. À

sharing a common attribute.

attribute is classified as a

field is a contiguous set of positions

For example, the protected/unprotected

field access control attribute for the

sophisticated two-dimensional array Isauwe?8]'

There are some marked differences between the data slructure and the

presentation unit, even though the data structure has been described by

those attributes commonly associated with the description of

presentation unit capabilities. For example, the presenlation unit may
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representexactlyonedatastructure(asinthecasewherethe
dimensionsofthescreencoincidewiththoseselectedforapagedata

structure); or part of a data structure (as with multi-page terminals

which contain enough memory to handle several page data structures for

displaytothescreen)iorseveralsuccessivedatastructures(ascreen

containing several line data structures) [gauwe78]'

Another difference between the data structure and the presentation

unit is evident if a line data structure is longer than the physical

lineofthepresentationunit.Inthiscase'anoperationcalledline
foldingdisplaysthedataasaSequenceoftv¡oormorephysica}Iines.

Thisoperationislocalandtherefore,invisibletotheapplication.

InSummary,agivenapplicationisonlyinterestedinthedata

be}ongingtothecurrentdatastructure.Thatis,ifthescreenis
disp}ayingseverallinedatastructures,thentheapplicationisonly
interested in the current line' SimilarIy' the application is only

interestedintheuniquelogicalco_ordinateindicatingaparticular

e}ement,spositioninthe}inedatastructure(ratherthanaphysical

co-ordinatedescribedintermsofthepresentationunit).Thephysical

andlogicalco-ordinatesareequivalent.onlyifthedimensionsofthe

datastructureandpresentationunitareidentica}.Theconceptsof
Iogicalco-ordinatesandofdatastructurehaveend-to-endsignificance,

whereastheconceptsofphysicalco-ordinatesandofpresentationunit

have IocaI significance Igauwe?8] '

MostVTPproposalscontainthefollowingsixphasesofoperation

takingplacebetweenaterminalandanapplication(oringeneral'

betireen tl¡o processes) [Green82]:
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¿.

3.

i.

EstablishmentPhase-thisphaseisenteredonarequestofVT

service untit VTP connection is established'

Negotiation Phase - since Lerminals provide a variety of

functions,aVTPincludesanegotiationmechanismallowingboth

partnerstoagreeontheVTcharacteristicswhichtheyaregoing

to use. This phase is entered when one side or the other wishes

Lochangeparametersorclasses,orusenewtermina}primitives.

Form Definition Phase - this phase is entered for data-entry

(two-dimensional) terminals only' and is used to define a new

form on the terminal's presentation unit'

DataPhase-enteredfortheactua}exchangeofdatabetweentwo

partners.

Synchronous Àttention Phase - entered to handle attention

out-of-band signals.

Termination Phase - this phase is entered when the VT service

requested to terminate VT service on this connection'

Otherphasesrnaybeincluded'dependingontheparticularclassesof

terminals used.

Theuseofattentions(phase5above)areofconcerntovTP

designers. An attention condition provides a "break" function found in

many terminals used to recover from an uncertain or abnormal conditiOn'

Àsynchronousattentionsareindependentofthedatastreamandposeno

problems.Synchronousattentionsdoposeprob}emsbecausetheiractions

mustbeco-ordinatedv¡ithapointinthedatastream.Issuestobe
resolved at time of attention include whether or not to purge the data'

the dialogue mode after the attention (fulI or half duplex)' and' if

or

1S
6.
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halfduplex,whichsidebegins.BoLhGreenandBauwensdescribean

attentionschemedeve}opedbyDuenkiandschickerinwhichtheabove

attentioninformationiscarriedbytheattentiontelegram;acontrol

signa}sentbytheattentioninitiatort'oestablishdialogue
possibilities,purgeinformation'andsoonIBauwe?8]'IGreen82]'

Duringthedataphase,dialoguecontrol,ofthesynchronizationof

alternatedialogue,nustbeestablished.Infulldup}exorfreerunning

modeitisuptotheprotocolanditsuserstosortoutwhatis
happening.Dataarenrovingintwodirectionsatthesametime.The

operat'orandapplicationmayv¡anttoaccessthepresentationunitatthe

sametime,therefore,a}ocallydefinedpriorityru}emustbeset'upto

settle such conflict' While one or the other partner is being denied

accesstothepresentationunit,thedatatheunitisgeneratingmustbe

storedinthevirtualterminaluntittheunitisfreed.lnhalfduplex
or alternate mode ' data travels between partners ' but not

simultaneously.Thepresentationunitisallocatedalternatelytothe
partnerthathastherighttospeak.whileanoperatoriswaitingfor

histurn,hemaystil}enterdata(bufferedattheVT)untilhereceives

his turn, at whtch time transmission of the typed-ahead data wiII

proceed.

L.2.2 FiIe Transfer an¡! Àccess

Themostimportantrequirementinadistributednetworkofcomputers,

aftertheabilitytoaccesscomputerresourcesfrominteractive
terminals,isthenecessitytohandlefilesinastandardtvay'À
capabilityisneededtoa}]owtransferandaccessoffilesbetween
heterogeneous systems in the distributed environment'
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One conmon file transfer solution

management system (unl¡s), allowing

heterogeneous systems in the network'

is to define a network-wide file

file transfer and access between

A NFMS contains two components: the service points to provide access

to the local fire handling facilities, and the control points to monitor

andsynchronizetheoperationofservicepointsSoactionscanbe
performed on files, as requested by users or application programs (see

Figure 4.6 (a)). À transaction is composed of one control point and one

or two service points. To complete the transaction, conversation takes

place between the control process (controller) at a control point and

the server process (server) at the service point' A file transfer

involves two servers and a controller. one is the producer server

(source file) and one is the consumer server (destination file) '

The tasks of the file transfer controller are twofold:

oControlPhase-identifiesthesitewherethefilesresideand

determines whether the file is to be transferred to a new file or

appendedtotheexistingone.Àswe}I,âûYaccesskeysproviding

verificationofauthorizationandaccessrightsmustalsobe
specified. Negotiation of file attributes (code used' data

conrpression) is also performed during this phase'

.DataPhase-beginswithitscontrolphasebetweenSourceand

destination servers to ensure correct protocol operation' This

phaseisresponsibleforrecoveryintheeventthetransferfails.

Both controller and server dialogue take

service, Iocally provided by a transport

place through the lransPort

stalion residing on each site
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- (that is, an interprocess communication mechanism establishing liaisons

between processes' Ports).

The above protocol involves three liaisons: two between the control

point and the source and destination servers, and one between source and

destination servers. An alternative method to this is to place the

control point with the entire source or destination server, and use one

communication channel (liaison) to multiplex both control and data

infornation (see Figure 4.6 (b)). This minimal architecture for file

transfer simplifies synchronization and restart problems between both

ends Icien78 ] .

Recovery is an important function. The protocol must be able to

restart the operation at the point of failure. This becomes more

complicated in a network environment because of the non-compaLible

record structures of the various systems.

A checkpointing mechanism is needed to keep track of the data

transfer. one typical method is as follows. During Lhe data transfer

phase, the source sends checkpointing commands in the data stream. The

commands are numbered sequentially '1 through N; when command M is

received successfully, checkpoint M-1 can be discarded. Àssociated with

any given command M, is a marker with the position in the data stream

occupied by checkpoint M. The destination sends a reverse

acknowledgement to the source indicating successful receipt of the

narker. To ensure that the checkpoint information itself is not lost,

all such information is stored on disk or tape. llhen failure occurs'

the file transfer can be restarted from the marker associated with the

last checkpoint.
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Figure 4.6: Two File Transf er Àrchitectures

4,2.3 Re¡note ilob Entrv

The file transfer protocol enables users to transfer files across the

net$¡ork. Some of these file transfers will be associated with the

[]
1

,f

tr
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submission of jobs. The user will require a standard network facility

to define such a job' In the most general case this will involve the

transfer of files between a variety of systems in a well-defïned

sequencewithactionsdefinedonthesefiles.Agoodexampleisthe

transfer of' PL/1 source code' from a local to remote system' for

compilalionandexecution.Thedatafortheexecutionareobtainedfrom

asecondrenotefile.Theuserinitiatesallthisfromathirdsystem'
expectingalogofstatusinformationaboutthejob,whi}eoutputfrom

thejobistransmittedtoafourthsystemforprintingandplotting.
Thetota}operationinvo}vesthreefi}etransfers,andiscontrolledby

ajobentryprotocolattheSystemonwhichthejobisexecuted.The

usercommunicateswiththejobentryprotocolfromhistermïna}usinga

virtual terminal Protocol'

Beforeachievingaremotejobentryprotocolofthegenerality

described above' a simplier subset is required which wiII allow the

definition of a complete job as a single file' transport it for

executionandreturntheresultstoa}ocationspecifiedbytheuser.

Àswellasschedulingtheseriesofeventsassociatedwithjob

execution,theremotejobentryprot'ocolnrustinformtheuserofjob
progressandcompletion,andrestartfiletransfersiffailureoccursin

anY of the sYstems'
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4.3 USER SPECIFIC SERVICE EIEMENTS

User specific service elements provide capabilities to specific

application processes (such as office automation and order entry) and

are not subject to recommendation by IS0'

Thus, user specific service elements are the user contributions to

the application entities. For example, consider automated office

systems (¡OSs) as a typical application. Service element capabilities

that would be specific to this apptication are a suitable programming

language design to support the clerical user and the parallelisn within

the office, and the specification of electronic mail protocols to

support a number of generic commands to retrieve information; compose

and edit messages; request message delivery, forwarding, and replies;

and so forth. we wirl discuss these through the use of specific

examples in the next chaPter.
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Chapter V

INTEGRÀTED DISTRIBTNED SYSTEI'IS

There are tr¡o trends partícularIy evident in the transition from

networks to distributed systems. First, the complexity and

sophistication of hardware, softv¡are, procedures, and protocols have

increased. This is because we are trying to unify a number of separate

heterogeneous computers instead of simply interconnecting them in some

ad hoc fashion. At the same tine, the proliferation of computer systems

of both smaII, medium, and large scale, and the dramatic change in the

relative cost of computing versus communications, has given the user a

myriad of aids for information storage, retrieval, communication,

manipulation, and control. This too increases the overall complexity of

the system. Second, the level of integration has increased. However,

this integration has not progressed at the same rate as the

congloneration of automated aids and applications sweeping the

distributed environment. Inlegration, the most important unifying

concept of all, allowing a high degree of interaction and cross

fertilization, and enabling the different areas and technologies to mesh

together, has been given less emphasis.

Integratíon is formally defined as the combination of parts to create

a whole [sykes76J. This impLies some form of synergy in which the

system components are tied together into a whole that is greater than

the sum of its parts. The value added is directly proportional to the
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degree to which the di f ferent

integrated into a total system.

functions of lhese components are

While distributed systems have made a significant impact on the

integration problem, they still lack the synergy necessary for total

unified control and access. If we extrapolate and improve upon the

potentials of a distributed system, we get an integrated distributed

system.

An Integratecl Distributeil Sysleur (lUS) is a distributecl systen
designedl in a co-orilinated fashion so lhat the separate conponents
enploy connonality of dlala fields, data structures, prograns, and
protocols, rherever this can inprove the effectiveness or future
evoluÈion of the systen.

Integration here takes place on at least two fronts: functional

integration and system integration. Functional integration refers to

the need for the user's model of a system to be complete and consistent.

The user rnust be able to work in an environment that provides all of the

facilities he or she will need in order to perform the work without

having Lo learn several different command languages or subsystem models.

System integration refers to the need for the operating systems,

programming languages, architecture, and data bases that converge into a

singler urìiform environment. l,ie will refer to the successful

combination of functional and system integration in a distributed system

as distributed inLegration.

Table 5.1 outlines the most important issues discussed in this thesis

relating to the integration of distributed systens. The important point
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Eorememberintheintegrationprocessisthatobjects(uethey
proceSSeS,resourceS'servers,humanusersorwhatever)mustbeableto

conmunicate with each other coherently' lransparenlly' and in a

generalizedwaywhichorganizestheenvironmentintoaconsistent

homogeneousStructure.Eachoftheissuesdiscusseddirectlyor

indirectly contribute to this process. In this chapter we will revisit

eachoftheseissuesinanattempttoexemplifytheirimportanceto

distributed integration'

TABTE 5.1

IssuesforÀchievingDistributedlntegration

o OSi reference model
. c;.;;iãation àuunet characteristics
r Distributed data
. uistributed comPutation
o Distributed control

.-nigi,-Ievel oPerating sYstems
o InËerprocess communicatron

. looïiãåiion layer service elements
.' i dent i f i cat i on
. Error control
o Resource management
. Synchronization
o Protection
r Virtual terminals, file-transfer
t utåi-specific service elements
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5.1 THE OSI REFERENCE I'fODEt

The purpose of 0SI is to allow any computer anywhere in the world to

communicate with any ot,her, as long as both obey the OSI standards. The

approach adopted by IS0 and subcommittee 16 was to use a layered

architecture to break up the problem into manageable pieces. The OSI

reference model is a framework for co-ordínating the development of 0SI

standards. In OSi, the probJ.em is approached in a top-down fashion,

starting with a description at a high level of abstraction which imposes

few constraints, and proceeding to more and more refined descriptions

r+ith tighter and tighter constraints. I.ie found this framework to be an

appropriate foundation for the development of integrated distributed

systems because it is the only internationally accepted framework, has a

good technical base, is well thought out, and is gaining wide

acceptance.

For example, the Xerox Network System (Xl.lS), a distributed office

information system, adopts an enhanced 0SI reference nodel with seven

Iayers IpatatgZ]. Protocol layers permit different kinds of office

services to be added as the need arises, thereby al-lowing an

organization to minimize the initial purchase cost, control any system

expansion, and assist in integrating !he miscellaneous elements into a

powerful system.

It is expected that other groups developing standards for other areas

or large corporate systems wiIl benefit from the 0SI reference model and

use it to organize and co-ordinate Lheir work in communications, data

bases, and integrated distributed systems.
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5.2 COMT{I'NICATION SUBNET CHÀRÀCTERISTICS

The issue of subnet internal operation surfaced in Chapter 2 with a

discussion of datagrams and virtual circuits. À brief sumnary reveals

that virtual circuits require a destination address only during setup,

error handling (that is, solving the problems caused by damaged, Iost,

or duplicate packets) is transparent to the host (ttrat is, done in the

subnet), end-to-end flow control is provided by the subnet, messages are

always passed to the host in the order sent, and initial setup is

required. Datagrans on the other hand require a destination address in

every packet, error handling is explicitly done by the host, end-to-end

flow control is not provided by the subnet, messages are passed to the

host in the order they arrive, and initial setup is neither required nor

possible. One concept not yet mentioned is that the choice between

virtual circuit and datagram as an interface and as an inlernal strategy

are independent. For example, DECNET supports a datagram service

implemented by using datagrams inside the subnet. Error control,

sequencing, and flow control are all handled by the transport layer"

SNA, on the other hand, uses virtual circuits inside the subnet to

provide virtual circuit service to the transport layer. ÀRPÀNET uses a

mixture of virtual circuits and datagramsi the hosts see the subnet as a

virtual circuit service, but the subnet actualÌy uses datagrams

internally.

Even though datagrams and virtual circuits are not a direct concern

at the application layer, they direcÈIy affec! the range of layered

high-level protocols providing additional service to the application

layer 'and ultimately to the user. Many proponents of a datagranr
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interface ( [tamps81 ], Itantz82], Iliskov79], IMimic82] ) believe that

communication in a DOS consists mainly of control messages between

parties that simply send a message and receive a reply. Datagram based

networks were designed to deal with these bursty communication patÈerns.

Connection or virtual circuit protocols are still necessary however, in

order to provide many useful services to a completely integrated system,

such as error handling, flow control, sequencing, bulk data transfer,

and so on.

A combination of both services is provided in XNS. Àt the network

layer, a datagram service is used. This service does not provide

reliable delivery of datagrams; it simply gives its "best efforts" to

deliver each one, and allows the end processes to build protocols which

provide reliabte communication of the quality they lhemselves desire.

To allow the sender and receiver to engage in additional conversation

(such as for a file transfer operation), a virtual circuit service is

implemented at the transport layer. This allows all packets to be

orderly and reliably transported between sender and receiver.

Furthermore, it removes several limitations inherent in the lower leve1

datagram service. For example, it is not constrained by a finite packet

size (datagrams in XNS are limited to 512 bytes) and can transport a

stream of data, rather than just packets.
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5.3 DISTRIBUTING DÀTA

Distributing data contributes to the overall reliability and

efficiency of the integrated distributed system. In many cases there is

a natural distribution of data. Each company plant maintains the data

relevant to its personnel, inventory, orders, and production. Most

accesses are then to loca1 data, but occasionally one locat.ion needs

data from one or more other locations. Thus, if parts of the data are

distributed to areas that use the particular data frequently, then there

will be faster access to this local data, improved data protection, and

improved control.

In other cases there is no natural distribution, but the user may

want to keep important data at two or nore sites for increased

reliability. It is not hard to imagine, for example, that a bank whose

head office is located in an earthquake zone might want to keep a

duplicate of its account data base in a distant city, even if keeping

both copies identical is complicated and expensive. In some

applications (for example, military ones), even short down times due to

hardware failures are completely intolerable, hence the need for

replication.

As we11, distributing data contributes to the maintainability of the

integrated distributed environment. For example, the works manager of

NSW provides a distributed system data base for maintaining global state

information such as directories of process names, global f ile

catalogues, user authorization and accounting information, tool

descriptors, and so on.
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5.4 DISTRIBI'TING COMPUTATION

Distributing computation is another important issue we spent some

time discussing in Chapter 3. We analyzed two ways in which a single

user problem can be divided into pieces and run on different nachines:

the hierarchical model and the horizontal modet.

As an exanple, consider the user-server model of horizontal

distributed computing. In this model, each user has a personal

ninicornputer with perhaps some local disk storage. Depending on the

application, the personal computer may range from a 16-bit machine with

64 kilobytes of memory and a floppy disk, to a 32-bit machine with

several megabytes of memory and a 100 megabyte hard disk. Systems of

this type are discussed in [¡brah80] and Iclark80].

In the user-server model, a]l personal computers are connected by a

high speed LÀN, allowing users to share data and expensive peripherals,

and send each other mail. The user does all his actual computing on his

personal computer, but various server machines exist to carry out

specific functions on behalf of any user who requests then. For

example, the system could have several disk servers, whose function is

to read and write raw disk blocks, lrithout regard to their contents.

Typical messages that could be sent to a disk server are requests to

allocate, return, read, and write disk blocks.

Since raw disk blocks are too low a

applications, the system would probably

offering file system services. Typical

file server are requests to open, close,

leve1 of abstraction for mos!

have one or more file servers,

messages that can be sent to a

read, and write files. The
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file servers are responsible for maintaining directories and connection

status information to turn the primitive disk services into a usable

file service.

Different file servers may offer completely different file systems.

One file server may regard a file as a linear sequence of bytes, with

operations to read and write contiguous portions of a file, and little

more. Another file server may regard a file as a linear sequence of

variable Ìength records, with operations to insert and delete records,

as well as reading and writing them.

The system would also provide data base servers for those users who

require a more efficient and powerful access to data. A data base

server might accept requests about the data base, analyze them itself,

and return the answers. The data base servers could use either the file

servers or the disk servers, as appropriate.

Thus, a resource can only be accessed or manipulated through its

server. Because servers are constructed with well-defined interfaces,

the implementation details of a resource are of concern only to its

server .

Distributing computations using models similar to the above provides

the para1lelism, asynchrony, and reliability needed by the application

processes to control an ordered set of tasks working toward a common

goa1.

Access to resources is network transparent. An application process

can access a local resource $¡ith the same semantics it uses to access a
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remote resource. The result is an environnent in which application

processes can communicate with servers without regard for the topology

of the distributed system as a whole.

5.5 DISTRIBUTING CONTROT

We found that distributing control can be accomplished through the

use of a high-Ievel operating system. In chapter 3 we described two

common structures: an operating system implemented and used as the base

native operating system on a single system of common architecture, and

one implemented as a guest layer. Initially, many HtOSs will likely be

implemented as guest systems, on top of existing OSs, but over time, as

part of the evolution toward distributing computing, it is expected that

the structure of base 0S design will evolve Loward that required for a

distributed 0S.

The only way system integration can be achieved is for aII processes,

resources, and users to be able to communicate with each other

coherently and in a consistent manner. For example, consider the

user-server model of distributed computaLion. For any given

application, it s¡i11 be necessary for the user to access many servers

(resources) and for the servers to exchange information in order to

accomplish a task. This is an essential goal of distributed

integration, one which can only be attained through IpC. The IpC

mechanism vre are about to present emphasizes the underlying processes

needed to co-ordinate the user-server machines discussed in the previous

section.
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BrittonandstickeldiscussatypeoflPCfacilitycalledthe

requestor-server model (nsu), which provides a conceptual framework

approprialeforstructuringdistributedapplicationsandinformation

flow (in a user-server environment for example) [grittgo]' The basic

unit in the system is the process, and applications consist of a group

of co-operating concurrent processes. Two types of processes exist in

this environment: the servers and the requestors'

Theserversprovideaserviceorresource.Àservermayrequirethe

serviceofanotherprocess,therefore,itcanexistasbothaserverand

requestor.Processesexchangeinformation(requests)throughtheuseof

messages.Thedistributedcomputingenvironmentconsistsofanumberof

shared resources which are controlled by the server processes' The

requestorsmakeservicerequests'oneatatime,toaServerprocessfor

aspecificresource,anditisuptotheservertoprovidemutual
exclusive access to the resource' The identity of the requestor remains

unknown to the server' In this particular configuration' each server

hasa',mailbox,,fromwhichitreceivestherequests.Theservermust

eitherrespondtotherequest,makesuresomeotherserverresponds
(thatis,itcandelegatetheworkloadasseenfit),orqueuethe

requestforlaterexecutionintheeventsomeserveralreadyhast'he

resource.

Arequestorisaprocesswhichusestheresourcesandservices

providedbyaServer.Thisprocessisanalogoustocallinga

subroutine: caII the Server for some service' and get a response of

comp}etionwithpossiblereturnedvalues.Eachcalloperates
asynchronously;thatis,itdoesnothavetowaitforaresponsefroma
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server before it continues. 0f course, if the requestor process needs

the resource immediately in order to continue, then it r+ill have to

WÀIT. By using seguence numbers in the requests to keep track of

responses, the requestor can issue requests to more than one server

concurrently.

5.5 ÀPPIICATION LÀYER SERVICE EIEMENTS

This section covers again those service elements introduced in the

previous chapter we find most appropriate to distributed integration.

The application independent service efements ( identification, error

control, resource management, synchronization, and protecLion) are those

underlying mechanisms needed for the management of the dislributed

environment, and represent the system integralion component of

distributed integration. Many of these service elements are more

difficult to handle in a distributed systenr. Since system integration

can only be achieved through resolution of these problemsr wÊ wilt

discuss the problems they pose and possible solutions to them.

System service elements (virtual terminals, file transfer, and so on)

and user specific service elements represent the functional integration

component of distributed integration. We will examine some of the

problems the system service elements present in a distributed

environment and then illustrate by a number of examples, the role system

service eLements and user specific service elements play in achieving

functional integration.
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5.6.1 ldentification

The problems introduced to the design of identification systems by

distribution result from the heterogeneous nature of host systems, each

with their onn possible local identification systen for memory

addressing, files, processes, and other objects; and problems introduced

in maintaining distributed contexts and mapping information, compounded

by delays and errors in message transmission and local system or network

c rashes .

The specific questions that need to be addressed are what type of

identifiers are required at the application layer and other higher

layers of the distributed syslem, and how should we deal with

hete rogene i ty .

We can begin to answer these questions by reviewing some of the more

important identification system goal-s. First, it is generally agreed

upon that at least two levels of identifiers, one convenient for people

and one convenient for machines, be supported. There should be a clean

separation of mechanism for these trlo leveÌs of identifiers. A

machine-oriented identifier should be a bit pattern easily manipulated

and stored by machines, with protection, resource management, and other

mechanisms. A human-oriented identifierr orì the other hand, is

generally a hunan readable character string. The human-oriented name

service could be embedded in application processes or be provided by

general purpose name servers using data base management or directory

techn iques .
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Second, it may be appropriate to provide a system viewed as a global

space of identified objects rather than one viewed as a space of

identified host computers containing IocaIIy identified objects.

Similarly, the boundaries between physical components and their

connect.ion as a network should be invisible, to the extent possible.

(rnis does not mean that users cannot discover or influence an object's

location. )

Third, the relocation of objects should be supported. This implies

there should be at least two levels of identifiers, a name and an

address, and that the binding between them be dynamic (tnat is, our

ability to relocate, extend, or share objects can be achieved if names

do not have to be bound to addresses or routes until they are used).

5.6,2 Error Control

Developing error control mechanisms in general is a complicated task

for a number of reasons. For example, redundant informatíon needed for

error control must be correctly initialized and maintained in the face

of arbitrary message delays, message errors, and system crashes.

Àdditionally, information needed for error control itself must be

transmitted across a hazardous environment, where it can be

misaddressed, lost, damaged, duplicated, or missequenced.

In general, perfect error control (detection and correction of all
errors) cannot be achieved at the application layerr or any lower layer

for that matter, because lhe above two problems cannot be completely

solved simultaneously within a given layer. À11 that can be done is !o
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decrease unrecoverable error

error detection and recoverY.

must be develoPed around a

occur, their frequencY,

protected.

frequency by increasing the probability of

Error control mechanisms at a given layer

knowledge of the type of errors that can

and the structure of the service being

As an itlustration, consider a virtual terminal protocol at the

application layer. The vTP assumes that a transport protocol at the

lower leveI guarantees an arbitrarily tow probability of misaddressed,

damaged, and missequenced information. However, some errors cannoL be

recovered in case of major system failure. Therefore, service elements

must provide for checkpoints; that is, the possibility to backtrack up

to a point in the past from which activities may be restarted safely'

Taking a checkpoint involves sone context saving. This must be done at

each end of the conversation when the two conmunicating processes are in

synchronized states.

5.5.3 Resource ldanaqenent

Developing mechanisms to use resource manaqement philosophies that

can achieve both low delay and high throughput is a difficult task'

Tradeoffs exist between quantity and duration of retention of state

information, amount of overhead information carried with messages' and

the number of messages needed to initialize state information' For

example, if the user wanls high throughput but on)-y wants to retain

state information and aIlocaLe resources during a conversation' he can

use initial exchanges of messages to set up the state and resources

required during the conversation. The result may be high delay caused

by these seluP messages.
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The important conclusion is that mechanisms to achieve both low delay

and high throughput wiIl require relatively J.ong term retention of some

state information and some preallocation of resources ItampsE'1 ]. The

goal is to find techniques that minimize the state and preallocated

resources required for naming, error control, protection, etcetera,

while keeping enough to achieve the desired delay-throughput balance.

5.5.4 Svnchronization

Entities involved in communications must remember a cerlain number of

parameters, or state variables. As a whole, this information is termed

the protocol contexL. It is occasionally necessary to make sure that

both sides of a context are simultaneously in a well-defined state (for

example, ât initialization, resetting checkpointing, closing, and so

on). This is what we defined as synchronization in the previous

chapter. Synchronization is intended to guarantee context or state

consistency, or else to report an error.

The challenge in distributed systems is that there is no ideal

observer capable of freezing each entity in a well-defined state. In a

nondistributed system, using shared memory, all co-operating entities

"see" the same state. This is not the case in a distributed system.

Even without errors or node failures, it will be impossible for each

entity in a co-operating set to mainlain the same view of their total

state as the others, due to arbitrary delays in message updating or in

reporting state.
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0n1y received messages can give clues about the state of the

conversation as it was at some point in the past. When error control

context is not yet set up or has been destroyed, messages exchanged are

not protecled against loss or duplication. Therefore, the building of

error control context must work even in an adverse environment.

5.6.5 ProÈection

Distributed systems, by their nature, imply some amount of physical

access from one host to the data of another. A secure system must

provide software that protects against remote violations of privacy. It
is not absolutely clear just what software designs will ensure privacy

and security in distributed systems and be less subject to subversion

than software in nondistributed systems. The protection problem is

compounded, of course, in systems consisting of heterogeneous hosts and

nodes, physically distributed components, and multiple controlling

authorities.

To describe a protection system we must describe the terminology

which it is using. Consider the terms cipher, encipherment, encryption

algorithm, cleartext, ciphertext, and key. À cipher is an algorithmic

transformation performed on a symbol-by-symbol basis on any data.

Encipherment or encryption is the application of a cipher to data. Àn

encryption algorith¡Tr is any algorithm implementing a cipher. Cleartext

or plaintext is the input to the encryption algorithm, and ciphertext, is

the output from the algorithm. A key is used to control the

transformation performed on cleartext to encipher it. Conventional

ciphers use the same key to encryp! and decrypt a message. Public-key
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ciphers, on the other hand, use a pair of keys representing the inverse

of each other, such that neither is deriveable frorn the other.

The mosÈ widely used cipher in the United States for encryption is

the Data Encryption Standard (OeS). It was designed at IBM and approved

in 1976 as a standard by the National Bureau of Standards. The DES

enciphers a 64-bit nessage block under control of a 56-bit key to
produce a 64-bit ciphertext. The same key is used for both enciphering

and deciphering plaintext.

One mode of the DES, called the cipherblock chaining mode, is used at

higher levels of architecture where character length independence can be

assumed [He1so79]. This mode operates only on 64-bit data blocks using

a feedback technique to encipher and decipher the blocks. Rather than

treating the individual blocks of a message independently, they are

connected Logether during encipherment. This is done to avoid the

danger common with the Electronic Codebook Mode (nCg) that for any given

key K, the same 64-bit input will always produce the same 64-bit output.

À good reason for the use of block chaining is given in [tamps81 ].
In this example, the message is a money lransfer transaction. 0n1y one

or two blocks out of this transaction are used in specifying the amount

of money involved. As long as the intruder knows the forrnat of these

blocks, he can increase or decrease the money value (even though he

knows nothing about the actual contents of the blocks). This form of

subversion assumes the blocks have been enciphered independently. Other

modes of the DES are discussed in Ineedh78], [¡¡e1so79], IRas1t83] and

lvoydoS3 J .
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Nelson states that the higher the level in the architecture at which

the crypto functions are performed, the more restricled and secure can

access to sensitive information be made [¡¡e]so79]. Functions can be

implemented and performed virtually at aIl levels in the 0SI reference

model, but a more reliable and practical approach must restrict the

functions to some small number of Ievels.

Consider cryptosystems at the application 1eve1. This level of

security already exists in many systems and will continue to exist as

the need for high levels of protection in conmunication and file

management prevail-s. Systems at this level are usually totally

implemented in software, although some data encryption hardware

peripherals may be used as weIl. The application programrner is

responsible for key management and control of the crypting process.

This produces high overhead on individual applications, and could lead

to disaster if the key is lost through malfunction or nisuse (file

contents may become l-ost and possibly irretrievable). Àpplication level

cryptosystems usually employ the cipherblock chaining node of the DES

for efficiency and generality for communications and other protocols.

File management systerns can take advantage of the hardware and software

cryptosystem elements being used at this level as well.

5.6.6 Virtual Terninals

In a nondistributed system, all users usually have the necessary

knowledge about which real terminals are available in the system and

what their parameters are (screen dimensions for example), therefore,

virtual terminals are not required. Users would use the real terninals
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according to this knowledge and the operating system should prevent

their misuse (and inform the users by error messages).

In a computer network, virtual terminals and their protocols are

devised to hide the differences between different kinds of terrninals.

For example, it would be frustrating for the user to try to log onto a

remote computer only to be told that the program he wants to use does

not talk to his brand of terminal. By selecting the appropriate virtual

terminal, the user can avoid this undesirable situation.

In a distributed System, the same properties are desired. However,

in a distributed system, the virtual terninal selection procedure is

handled automatically. Às a consequence, distributed systems need to

achieve agreement by negotiation (at the beginning of an application

connection for its whole duration or dynamically, whenever this is

required) what particular virtual terminals the communicating partners

have at their hosts. These means are part of the systern service

elements.

5.6.7 File Transfer

In a distributed network environment, the user needs the ability to

access and handle files in a standard way. Ideally, the file transfer

should not be affected by the data's location in the distributed system.

In reality, a number of locaLion dependent factors affect file transfer.

For example, faster access can be achieved when the application program

and data are located in the same computer system. As weIl, storage

costs and quality of security vary frorn system to system.
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file transfer protocol includes rules to open and close sending and

receiving files for data transfer and error recovery, and for data

translation through a user supplied exit or protocol option.

Copying a file involves taking the entire file and writing it on a

given destination device. The copy must be named and if source and

destination devices are not compatible¡ Some restructuring (for example,

file block and record) nay be performed. Às well' some systems use

their own file compression techniques to save storage, while others

represent literal information differently. Heterogeneity of file names,

Structure, acces5 procedureS, and data representations, contribute to

the overall complexity of file transfer and management.

5.6.8 User Specific Service Elements

To illustrate the importance of system service elements and user

specific service elementsr wê would like to take the reader through

three examples. The first example illustrates the use of VTPs to

manipulate and manage tools and processes in the office. The second

example illustrates the use of a high-).evel distributed language in an

office environment to achieve integration of office tasks' The third

example discusses a nunber of mechanisms to integrate the user

interface.

I,IÀNIPTtrÀTING OFFICE TOOIS

A relatively new approach to the manipulation and management of tools

and processes in an office (parlicularly those systems based on a model
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of distributed computation, such as RIG) allows the user to engage in

multiple, concurrent activities, all from the comfort of his "nultipIe

window" disptay device. The basic concept implemented in the RIG system

allows the user to view the output of various application programs

(which includes facilities such as text processing, decision support,

and tine management) on different areas of his screen. Many similar

systems aLlow the user to create windows on the display' move windows

around, change their size, and overlap windows ([gegbi83], If,antz79],

lMeyroS2 I ) .

A window manager based on virtual terminal protocols is needed for

the management of Screen space. Many of these systems are meant to

simulate pieces of paper on a desk and to give the user more than one

logical line of communication. For example, the user can read

electronic mail in one window, edit the file referenced in the mail in a

second window, and compile that file using a third window.

The virtual terminal management system (VIUS) supported by RIG

converts the device-dependent characteristics of a single physical

terminal into multiple device-independent virtual terminals Itantz79].

In RIG, each activity initiated by the user is handled by a VT. À VT is

roughly equivalent to an independent physical display device, therefore,

each VT may accept output simultaneously (although only one vT at a time

nay be used for user input). Let us look at the components of RIG's VT

and then see how such a VTMS is implenented.

À RIG virtual terminal has three logica). components:

window. À line is the VT's current source of inpul.

line, pad, and

Processes share
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input and output, but while output can be multiplexed in time and space,

input can only be entered using one window at a time (in other words,

there exists only one "active" line at a time). The input line is

generated from characters leaving the user's keyboard, or by typing a

special pre-defined function key. The characters are buffered to allow

"type-ahead". This means that the characters will be accepted as fast

as the user can type, but will not appear on the active line until they

are extracted from a queue in response to a reguesl for input. Input

from any VT may be processed a character at a time, a page at a time

(for editing files), or a line at a time (for user comnands).

À pad is a disk-based data structure used to store and edit VT

output. The data structure is two-dinrensional and cursor addressable,

indexed by a (row,column) pointer. Each line may have a number of

attributes (reverse video, blinking). To handle recovery from system

crashes, the pad stores a fixed number of lines in memory and uses two

scratch files for temporary disk storage. In this way, most output can

be salvaged in the event of a crash. The VTMS supports a number of

fu]I-screen editing features available to processes through the pads

(insert line, delete line, splitting Iines, string location and

substitution, and so on). The pad may be mapped onto multiple VTs'

allOwing twO or more users to "Iink" or Share Screens. ÀttentiOn

processing is supported to suspend or discard output to a pad.

À window represents the mapping of a VT onto a display device. The

VTMS supports the decomposition of screen space into windows, viewports,

regions, and images, to give the user freedom over the logical

arrangement of information on the screen, to assist application
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processes v¡ith the use of several vTs,

display by size, contrast and content.

and to configure windows on the

To co-ordinate the aforemenlioned office activities, each RIG

terminal has its own t.erminal input and output handlers. À screen

handl-er is created initially to handle windows, and a line handler is

created initially to co-ordinate all user input. Processes exist to

handle pads, and all the controlling processes comprise the vT

controller (vtC) which manages all vTs associated with the user. A

virtual terminal protocol is encorporated to administrate communication

betwqen application processes and the VTC.

OFFICE PROCEDI'RES BY EXÀI,ÍPIE (O¡P)

0ffice procedures cannot be integrated without a suitable programning

language design to support the clerical user and the parallelism within

the of f ice .

0ffice procedures are dynamic - they affect the globa1 environment.

Concepts such as compile time, load time, and run time are really of no

interest to the user. À system allowing the user to represent his

requirements in syrnbolic form and to "run" the program is most

appropr iate.

Query-By-Example (QBE) is a two-dimensional programming language

allowing users to describe their application directly to the computer.

The system is used by non-programmers to retrieve, modify, define, and

control existing data base information. Àn extended version of QBE used
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specifically for office functions is called Office Procedures by Example

(Ogn). I^¡hile QBE is an IBM product released in 1978, OBE is a research

project I z1oof81 ].

OBE is a superset of QBE; developed not onry to handle simple

relationar data base queries, but to perform word processing, data

processing, apprications development, electronic mai1, forms and report,

and graphics, aLr using one unified language. The user programs use

two-dimensional pictures of business objects (tab1es, letters, reports,

graphs, and so on). Many objects may be processed simultaneously, but

not all objects may be displayed at the same time. Two-dimensional

programming is more than inputting nunbers on a spread sheet; it means

entering expressions anywhere on the object and having oBE's

two-dimensional parser extract and interpret these expressions.

Àt the core of OBE is its data base system allowing easy extraction

of data, and mapping such data into the bodies of the various objects.

Another key concept of this system is its attenpt at integrating the

objects. Objects are not passive; they can be gifted with a certain

amount of intelligence. For example, oBE allows users to express

various lrigger conditions. once the condition is activated, one or

more actions take place without user intervention. The user for

example, could send messages at a predetermined date or frequency.

Àcknowledgements, creation of 1ogs, inventory replenishments, all could

be performed automatically. combining triggers in the user's

applications a1low complete automation of complicated office procedures.

Objects can be passed around, resources can be used, and information can

flow freely and intelligently between components of the office system,

all through the controlling OBE progran.
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THE USER INTENTACE

The user's primary concern in a distributed integrated environment is

to get a job done, as simply as possible. He has little or no interest

in the peculiarities of the different systems to be used, such as the

syntax and semantics of the various command languages. Àt best, the

command language provided should allow maximum access to the features of

all the systems available with minimum systern-dependent interaction

I tantzS0 ] .

One of the first
was 0fficetalk-zero,

operational in 1977,

Research GrouP at

attempts at a coherent and consistent user interface

a first generation information system that became

The system rras developed by members of the Office

Xerox Palo Àlto Research CenLer (p¡RC), and

implemented in an environment of minicomputers connected by high speed

communication networks.

The hardware consists of a number of Xerox AIto minicomputers, disks,

and advanced display units. A "mouse" pointing device is used for

controlling the cursor on the screen. A mouse is a small box, held in

the palm of the hand, and moved about across any surface. The mouse's

underside contains wheels or a ball which corresponds to movements of

the cursor on the screen. The top of the mouse has a button, which when

depressed, records Lhe x-y co-ordinate of the cursor.

The Officetalk system contains a number of work stations" The

fundamental data object used in the system is the form, and replaces
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paper at the work station. Single page forms and files of

electronically passed among the work stations.

forms are

The user interface is similar to RIG's: each work station provides a

graphical window onto a worker's desk; forms are manipulated using a

pointing device (mouse) and a keyboard. 0fficetalk attempts to conbine

useful subsystems like a text editor, graphics package, communication

facility, filing facility, and forms data entry facility, into a single

integrated system.

0fficetalk is a dislributed program executing on at least one

minicomputer. À second minicomputer is used as a f i1e server,

maintaining a data base of electronic mail transactions, profile tables

for user authenticationr or tailored blank forms to be used in a given

application. Each user has his orvn local minicomputer, or work station,

for performing work. Most of the user's information state is kept in

the file server rather than at each station.

0fficetalk emphasizes the integrated user interface and the concept

of modeless environments. A modeless environment attempts to prevent

locking the user into a specialized and highly restiicted state while in

the mode. The editing commands are always applicable and other

functions (such as copying and messaging) are at hand as well. Àt any

point in the editing session, the user may switch to another function

without first terminating the current mode. The concepts of windows and

view ports are supported, so that windows may be reduced, enlarged,

moved, scrolled, and overlapped al wiIl.
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The developers of the Xerox Star went one step further with the

"desk-top" conceptual model and implemented icons: concrete objects

represented by pictures on the display screen. Physical objects, such

as paper folders, fiJ.e cabinets, and mail boxes, have as their

electronic counterparts, pictures on the high resolution display device

[Meyrog2]. For example, to open a file and read it, the user would

simply point the mouse at the picture of the appropriate paper folder.

5,7 THE COMPIETE SYSTEM

The issues discussed contribute to either functional integration or

system integration, or in some cases to both. Table 5.2 shows the two

components of distributed integration and lists those issues most

TÀBLE 5.2

Distributed I ntegration Components

FUNCTIONÀt INTEGRATION
o 0SI reference model
o System service elements
o User specific service elements

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
o 0SI reference model
. Communication subnet characteristics
o Distributing data, computation, and control
o Application independent service elements

important to each component. Using this lable as a guideline, let us

look at some of lhe system integration and functional integration

components of a hypothetical integrated distributed system.
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5.7.1 Svstem Inleqration

System inlegration can be achieved using a uniform user-server

interaction rnodel. Single users work on powerful personal "work

stations" and share specialized "servers". The work stations are

matched to the needs of different workers: professionals, secretaries,

word processing operators, and others. The shared servers provide

services such as file storage, authentication, communication to remote

hosts and other dislributed systems, data base access, and so on.

The underlying mechanism to handle the distributed computations is

the requestor-server model of IPC. Processes send messages and wait for

the arrival of messages. if no application process is waiting for them

when they are sent, the messages are queued. Synchronization is assured

by associating the occurrence of a given event with a message. Àccess

is indirect: a given process acLs as a server handling the resource on

behalf of other processes.

The HLOS consists of a kernel on each host and provides the execution

environment for processes. Functions provided by the kernel include

basic message passing, process scheduling, mernory management, and device

management facilities. Each host supports its own complement of server

processes, which might include a process manager for the creation,

management, and deletion of processest a job manager for the creation,

management, and deletion of distributed jobs; a name server to maintain

bindings from symbolic names for services to server addresses; and

network servers to handle communication with other remote hosts,

allowing applications to be written in a network-transparent manner.
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Thus, the HtOS and its lpC facility provide uniform access to all
servers and their controlling processes, whether they are local to the

user or remote from him. This is a necessary prerequisite for system

i ntegrat i on .

A name lookup and resource location service is needed to provide a

mapping between the name and the address of a process within the system.

À name server can be used to handle this function. The name server may

have access to a distributed data base to perform name lookup and

resource Iocation. Its directory may be decentralized, distributed, and

replicated; the system would most likely be optimized for efficient

lookup and less efficient in its update operations (the entries in the

directory are expected to change relatively infrequently, when compared

with the frequency of lookups). A data base server answers queries from

application processes and communicates with other data base servers in

order to maintain the disLributed directory.

Name service is used only at the initiation of communication.

Thereafter, the specific address of each process is known to the other.

This Lype of name service is an example of dynamic binding at first
use - the time an application process first requests a resource.

Àn integral part of the IDS will be a specialized server whose

function is to authenticate the originator of a request. The technique

that could be used is encryption, based on keys distributed by the

authentication server ICIark80]. The authentication server, when

invoked by the originator of a request, sends a unique key to each end

of the potential communicalion, along with information lhat specifies
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the identity of each end. When the request originator then uses this

key to communicate with the other end, the fact that each can decode the

messages of the other assures each that the other is what it claims to

be.

Other aspects of the user-server

recovery and resource managenent.

interaction would include error

5,7,2 Functional Inteoration

The work station provides the user with uniform access to all
available facilities through a single display terminal-. A user sitting
at his work station can view the output of various application programs

on different areas of his screen. Às described in section 5.6.8, system

service elements could provide the capabilities for such an integrated

configuration. guilt on top of this is a high-Ieve1 distributed

language (such as oBE) to co-ordinate all user activity and allow new

services to be constructed from existing ones.

For example, consider the following business project scenario. The

user sits down at his work station and enters all current information

into his data base. This information might include sales or invoicing

information as it occurs, and each time a transaction (such as a sale)

occurs, the new information is entered and accumulated. A business

manager then uses this information !o generate saLes and commission

reports. Selected information can be su¡nnarized by salesmen and then

used by a program to project future period sales. past, present, and

future informatíon is compiled, summarized, and used for decisions.
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Graphics can be generated on screen or paper to make past, present, and

future comparisons easier. Summarized information, graphs, and

projections can then be included in end-of-period reporls provided by a

word-processing program. The word processor inserts these figures and

graphs into a template report and surrounds them. llith text. From

project start to finish, user intervention is not required. Ànd because

this project is done at regular intervals, the system just repeats the

report's last procedure to generate the next one. This is a good

overview of a useful application for an integrated distributed system.

This application would use an integrated work station; a number of

high-1evel distributed Ianguages to initially set up the project l-ogic;

and distributed servers to handle access to all relevant data required,

and to co-ordinate information exchange among the various peripherals

(printers, graphics screens) and program packages (text editors,

compilers).

We have demonstrated a system that uses proven mechanisms to achieve

distributed integration (at least in theory). We are confident that

more ambitious systems, if attempted with a similar emphasis on

application leve1 issues and the protocols they execule, would also

prove to be successful.
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Chapler VI

coNcrusloNs

We began our discussion with an overview of computer networks, aiming

directly at the application layer and its protocols and issues. Às soon

as we began to see what abstract issues must be addressed for the

development of distributed integration, v¡e moved our discussion toward

distributed systems and application layer service elements.

We know that disLributed integration must take place on at least two

leve1s: at the functional (user) leve1 and at the system level. At the

functional level, the user's view of the system should be complete and

consistent, providing uniform access to all distributed system

facilities. Similarì.y, ôt the system level, the operating systems,

programming languages, architecture, and data bases must converge into a

single uniform environment. In other words, effective distributed

integration service elements and protocols must be developed internally

at the DOS and IPC leveL, and at the l-anguage level in order to

accomplish these goa1s.

We found that the 0SI reference model framework represents an

appropriate foundation for the development of distributed integration

because it is the only internationally accepted framework, has a good

technical base, is well thought out, and is gaining wide acceptance. We

also found that service elements and protocols discussed in the context

of 0SI, such as virtual terminal and file transfer, are an integral part
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of the distributed integration design process. Through the use of such

application layer service elements and protocolsr ân ot,herwise

heterogeneous system can be organized into a coherent and consistent

homogeneous structure.

In this thesis we have articulated a number of problems that must be

solved in order for the integrated distributed system to be successful

in the modern computerized world. The key we feel lies in the

advancement of distributed syslems with emphasis on designing and

refining high-level service elements and protocols in general. Future

research in the area of distributed integration will probably fatl into

two distinct but interrelated categories. The first category concerns

the familiar technical problems associated with distributed system

design: DOS structure, IPC mechanisms, and so on. The second category

will use the theoretical and empirical results obtained from distributed

systems to build the proper high-1eve1 service elements and protocols

necessary to further extend and integrate the distributed systemts

capabilities.
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